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TA CG Report No. 65

PRECIS

This is the second of two reports addressing the training of shiphandlers.
The first, Shtphandlis and Shtphandling Traihis, TAB Report No 41,
December 1976, established the knowledge and skill elements required of
competent shiphandlers. Based on these elements, a concept was proposed for
a career-based training system for prospective shiphandiers. The system
design included three courses of ashore training interspersed with operationaltours at sea. Since Naval officers are expected to serve aboard vessels of
widely divergent characteristics and to proceed from extended periods ashoreto responsible positions aboard Naval vessels, too additional types of
training were proposed for the system--refresher and transition training. Insupport of the training system, two needed training devices were identified--
a full-mission bridge simulator and a small craft designed for use as atrainer.

In the current study, the initial concept is fully developed for a
career -based training system for integration into the existing training
curricula. A shiphandliag unit is proposed for the three Surface Warfa.
Officers School (SWOS) courses. Only minor restructuring of the three curriculais needed. Course time remains essentially unchanged. It is proposed that
underway time in a conning capacity on the small craft trainer be scheduled,
without exception, in the Department Head Course and some additional conningtime be made available to attendees of the PCO/PXO Course who have.had little
recent at-sea experience.

Content material for the transition and refresher training courses can
be drawn from the appropriate SWOS courses.

The two full - mission training devices identified above are refit red to
support the SWOS shiphandling units and the transition and refresher training
courses. The present report examines these requirements in substantive
detail with the intent to facilitate the development and eventual productionof these two major trainers. To this end, a functional specification for the
bridge simulator is presented. This specification defines the minimum accept-
able operational performance limits necessary to be included in order that
the training requirements may be met. In addition, a design concept for a
small craft is also proposed. This training vessel is designed specifically
as a replacement for existing craft used for training and will be capable ofsimulating the operating characteristics of most existing classes of Naval
vessels.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

"Proficiency in the art of shiphandling is a goal which each unrestricted
line officer, strives to attain."1 In the past, most efforts to achieve this
WI have been undertaken through on- the -job training aboard ships. However,
recent reductions in ship availability and underway time have decreased the
opPeetunity for such training. Other approaches to shiphandling training
Ne15:t be developed to insure officers receive sufficient training in critical
skills related to shiphandling.

Shiphandling and shiphandling training are areas that have not been
emphasized by the Navy in planning its operational capabilities for the post-
190Qs. Until recently, neither the identificatior of shiphandling training
needs nor the application of current training technology to such training
have been adequately pursued.

A previous Training Analysis and Evaluation Group (TAEG) study developed
concept for a career structured shiphandling training system (TAEG Report No41, Sipaailincynr± and ShiphandlingLirainine dated December 1976). The present

study defines the specifics of that conceptual system and describes major
training devices needed to support it.

Shiphandling is defined here as those situations wherein the conning
el-Filter is required to make immediate decisions with respect to the maneuver-
ing of the ship and outside aids; e.g., Combat Information Center (CIC), ground
trickle (including tugs), navigational aids, etc., are of relatively little
value. However, a failure to use outside aids, the improper use of these
aids, or the lack of preparation for a situation is considered-to be poor
shiPhandling. The acceptance of this definition, which includes reference to
both the situation itself and the actions of the conning officer in arriving
in the situation, enables expert shiphandlers to identify 11 skill /knowledge
elements crucial for proficiency in shiphandling. These elements are listed
1n table 1. Training to proficiency in these elements is the goal of the
integrated training system defined in this report.

The prior investigation disclosed that the training aids and devices now
used are not, in most cases, optimal for shiphandling training, more often
because of the inadequacy of the device itself rather than because of any
error in use However, the specification of training system objectives in a
logical and integrated framework would allow a clearer identification of
tr'aining aid/device requirements. The results of this identification of need
are specifically addressed in this report.

cNE ltr Code N-23 of Apr 77.
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TABLE 1. CLASSIFICATION OF sHIPHA
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL REQO

Rules of the

2. Relative Motion

3. Navigation and Piloting

4. Internal and External Ship Po

S. Ground Tackle

6. Ship Characteristics (own and ther)

7. Tac ;cal Publications and Thumb Rules

8. Meteorology and Oceanography

9. Planning Ahead

10. Ship Team

11. Trainer

iLANG ELEMENTS;

ElINTS

A training analysis of shiphandling revealed the following:

Shiphandling is not a complete Y proceduro 'task, nor can it be
reduced to that classification Of task, .10terviews and a review of
Pertinent published data led to the findliv that the independent
but related knowledge elements should be learned in a classroom
setting, then practiced and rein forced in a trainer. The inter-
relationship of each of the elements to the Other elements could be
emphatically demonstrated in a mission s inlvialtor. An effective
shiphandling training system reqUires a tl^anition from classroomto mission simulation and finally to oPerational craft.

Three additional factors are relvant Fi).-st, there is a need to
provide transition training for cifficers DHAeeding from one ship
class to another of widely divergent characteristics. Second,
officers proceeding to sea as qualified 091)(F)rs should have
performed all of the evolutions required lh the Personnel Qualifica-
tions Standard (PQS) to qualify as 000(F). For many reasons this
is not always accomplished, and some offirs are qualified onwaivers. Third, there are many shiphandling situations which cannot
be duplicated for training Ourposes on bo4d ao operational unit.The reasons for this vary from safety to a la<lc of opportunity.

6
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BACKGROUND

The Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET), by memorandum Code 00
of 15 April 1976, proposed the TAEG as the agency to study the broad question
of shiphandling and shiphandling training. In May 1976, the TAEG was tasked
to develop shiphandling training requirements and a training strategy. In
June 1976, the Chief of Naval Operations (CND) requested that the TAEG study
address the 'means for providing such training, at what points in the career
pattern, a comprehensive prioritization of existing shiphandling training,
including sailboating and YPs, and such matters as relate to meeting the
training requirements."4 This study (the aforementioned TAEG Report No 41)was concluded in December 1976.

Based on this effort, the TAEG was requested to perform follow-on work
in shiphandling and shiphandling training, focusing on development of the
proposed career structured shiphandling training system. This follow-on
effort was begun in July 1977 and completed in November 197B.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the present study was to develop an integrated, career
structured training program for shiphandling training based on the concept
previously proposed by TAEG. Included in this development was the identifica-
tion of requisite major training aids/devices and, for any such equipment not
currently in the Navy's inventory, the formulation of a functional specifica-
tion for its design.

Three tasks emerged as critical building blocks in the development of an
integrated shiphandling training system:

Task 1. Formulate a career structured shiphandling training unit to the
level of - detail which will enable preparation of curriculum, lesson guides,
and measurement criteria. Existing material should be used where appropriate
and resource requirements identified.

Task 2. Develop a functional specification for a full-mission bridge
simulator to be employed as an integral part of the training system. A cost
and lead time estimate is to be included.

the
. Develop a concept design for a new small craft training device

to the detail required to prepare a preliminary design. A cost estimate is
to be included.

Each of these three tasks is presented in a separate section of this
report. A description of the specific methodology used to accomplish each
task is provided in the appropriate section.

2
CNO ltr Serial 99105 641826 dated 24 June 1976.

7
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ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

In addition to, this introductory section, the report includes foursections and four appendices.

Section If presents the concept for the proposed shiphandling trainingunit. This is followed by section III which formulates the proposed shiphandlingtraining unit extracted from current course offerings in accordance with theconcept. SeotionIV presents a description of the full-mission shiphandlingbridge training simulator, and section V describes the proposed small crafttraining device, both training devices to be used to support the trainingsystem.

The appendices provide, successively; a glossary of terms, shiphandlingtraining unit lesson topics, and engineering data requirements for the full-mission bridge simulator and the small craft training device.
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SECTION I

SHIPHANDLING TRAINING SYSTEM CONCEPT

There are four stages to the shore-based educational program taught in
schools which address shiphandling training. The four programs are designed
to provide a career continuum of training from basic to advanced and are
furnished at predetermined stages of the officer's career. The four programs
are:

The Naval Academy, NROTC prograns, and Officer Candidate School
acquisition programs

The Basic Surface Warfare Officer Course at the SWOS, Newport,
RI, and Coronado, CA

The Department Head Course at the SWOS, Newport, R

The Prospective Commanding Officer Course at the SWOS, Newport, RI.

These programs of instruction are supplemented by fleet courses conducted
under the auspices of CINCLANTFLT and CINCPACFLT. Fleet courses are directed
toward the correction of specific problems existing at the time and should
not be considered as long-range or permanent courses required by all officers.
However, in the event these courses do become permanent, or their material
included as routine fleet training, some accommodation between them and the
four educational programs must be made.

=echnological advances, reduced manpower and underway time, specialization,
increased administrative loading, and high officer turnover rates have dictated
changes to the concept of a commanding officer's function. That position is
approaching more a ship's manager than a performer or doer, except under
extraordinary circumstances. The Navy his tacitly recognized this functional
evolution with the development of course to train Tactical Action Officers
(TAO). Tactical Action Officers provide a coordinating function in that they
review, evaluate, and advise commanding officers on the tactical situation as
it-evolves. Thus, programs designed to develop

includeunits, be they independent ships or groups of ships, must nclude provisions
for both training technicians and for educating and training managers.

Examination-of the current shiphandling training organization, and the
related courses, revealed a separation of effort into three categories:
basic, intermediate, and advanced. At the basic level, shiphandling training
is still primarily conducted on-the-job by senior officers aboard operational
ships. Preparation for.on-the-job training is accomplished at one of several
officer acquisition programs followed by training at the SWOS. Acquisition
programs (i.e., Naval.Academy, NROTC, OCS) devote very little time to prepara-
tory training and, in addition, face the additional constraints of resources,
weather, and training device availability for skill training. The SWO Basic
Course faces similar limitations. Thus, the preparation (proficiency) levels
of new officers reporting to sea and on-the-job shiphandling training vary
considerably.

9
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Intermediate and advanced shiphandling training at the SWOS is, by
contrast, a form of shiphandling "refresher" training.3 It presumes proficiencyin shiphandling even though standardization of the criteria for proficiency
(e.g., INS) has not yet been fully achieved. Supplemental to the SWOS,
specialized courses in various elements of shiphandling have been established
and are managed by fleet training activities. There is apparently little
coordination among schools. No provision for transition training in ship-
handling now exists. All schools/courses face resource, weather, and training
device constraints similar to those noted above.

The existing educational system recognizes four types of seagoing special-ists: the engineer, the operations officer, TAO, and the weapons officer. A
common denominator for all specializations among seagoing officers who aspireto command is the requirement to become certified as a qualified 00D(F).
Critical to this certification is the ability to maneuver a ship, to avoid
in-extremis situations, and to place the weapons system; i.e., the ship,
where needed in a fully operable condition. It is obvious that shiphandling,
including the knowledge and skills associated with it, becomes a core specialty
upon which all other specialties have some degree of dependence.

In view of the criticality of shiphandling to the Navy mission and the
costly results of shiphandling errors in terms of money, safety, and operational
readiness, this phase of training within the continuum requires special
emphasis. Two primary methods of emphasizing shiphandling's special character
have_been identified: (1) command attention, supported by an overt interest
at all levels and (2) raising the professional status of qualified shiphandlers
to the equal of technical specialists by formulating a specific unit of
training within the education continuum.

The first method, command attention, is beyond the scope of this report
and is not addressed. The second method, formulation of a distinct shiphandling
training unit, is discussed in the following paragraphs.

TRAINING SYSTEM CONCEPT

The earlier TAEG effort (TAEG Report Nr. 41) developed the concept for
an integrated shiphandling training system. A system model was proposed,
general course objectives stated, and required training aids and devices identi-fied. This integrated shiphandling training system concept is described in
detail in the remainder of this section. The discussion centers on the following:
system requirements, sequence of training, instructional unit design, and
required student background. A graphic representation of the proposed system
is illustrated in figure 1.

SHIPHANDtING TRAINING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. The knowledge and skill elements
required of a shiphandler do not change with his level of proficiency. The
difference in the proficiency levels lies in the depth of capability for handling

A list of applicable terms and their definitions is found in appendix A.

10
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a ship and in planning. The junior officer (JO) in a basic shiphandling role
has a lesser required death of capability than an officer in the intermediate
category, and very few planning functions. He is, therefore, trained only to
the level of proficiency necessary to prepare him for on-the-job training
prior to proceeding to an operational unit where he will function as a JOOD.
Junior officers attend only the Basic Course.

An intermediate category officer will have attained a high degree of
competency for shiphandling in routine situations, but he will not have attained
the planning and operational capabilities of an officer who has reached the
advanced status. Officers in the intermediate category will attend two
required shore-based courses to enhance their knowledge and skills. These are
the'Department Head Course and the PCO /PXO Course.

The PCO /PXO Course serves a dual function. For the prospective executive
officer, it will provide advanced training which emphasizes planning as well as
complex operations, while for the prospective commanding officer it will serve as
a refresher course. Thus, both intermediate and advanced category officers
may be in attendance at the course simultaneously. Figure 2 illustrates this
shiphandling training progression within the anticipated career progression of
an officer who aspires to command at sea.

Officers in the intermediate and advanced categories will have available
two additional types of training: refresher and transition. Both are optional,
to be made available at the discretion of the Type Comnander.

The shiphandling training system must address the decisions and actions
of the conning officer in the situation itself And those functions which, if
ignored, may cause a conning. officer to place a vessel in an in-extremis or
dangerous situation, Thus, boundaries of the proposed. training system extend
to an in-extremis or dangerous situation and include those factors which may
contribute to the arrival in that situation.

SHIPHANDLING TRAINING UNIT DESIGN. Required shiphandling training is divided
into three distinct types: basic, intermediate, and advanced. Basic training
is that which JO's receive prior to being. certified as qualified 000's. There
is no facility ashore which can qualify an officer as an 000. This, and
certification, must be done by the officer's commanding officer aboard an
operating ship. Therefore, proposed basic shiphandling training requires a
resident ashore schooling phase and an operational phase. Intermediate training
commences when the officer receives his 000 qualifying letter (certification)
and continues through the individual officer's certification as qualified to
command by the Command Qualification Board. Two ashore training periods are
required during this intermediate phase, although there maybe others which
are made available on an "as needed" basis. Advanced training consists of
refresher and/or transition training. No ashore advanced training school
attendance is-required,

Instructional Modules. The shiphandling training unit is composed of modules
o- Rclirected to a specific subject area. Every module consists
of three submodules, each applicable to a specific required course. The first

12 17
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submodule will include only that information necessary for an officer in the
basic categorye the second will encompass all knowledge and skill elements
required of a graduate of the Department Read Course; and the third will
encompass. the PCOJPXO Course. Figure 3 illustrates this concept.

Submodules are built on independent topics within the subject area. The
sum of the topics includes all of the information needed by an officer in thatsubject area The final breakdown, the bit, is defined as the smallest division
of a learning module. It consists of discrete pieces of related information
on a specific topic. Course developers should use the bit in the formulation
of lesson plans.

In addition to providing training in the identified required knowledge
elements, there is a need to integrate the acquired knowledges and skills and
to insure each trainee understands the interaction between the individual
knowledge elements. Thus, a practice module will be required to perform the
function of integration.

As has been indicated in figure 2, there are three required shiphandlingashore schooling periods. Optional refresher and transition training requirements
will be satisfied by drawing on the appropriate submodule and extracting
specific units or bits of instruction as appropriate.

Course developers should construct each module independently but with an
intent towards the future integration of modules. Information contained
should be based solely on "needto-know." Mo "nice-to-know" information
(e.g., historical background) should be incorporated. Appropriate skill
training must be an integral part of each topic and bit. After all submodules
have been developed, an inspection of the skill training component must be made
with the aim of combining those elements which lend themselves to being taught
simultaneously. To illustrate, docking drills on a small craft can be used as
skill training in several subject areas; e.g., external and internal forces,
ground tackle, and navigation and piloting. When individual topics are integrated
into a submodule for a given course, scheduling must coordinate this skill
training for all modules, thereby reducing overall time necessary to complete
the course.

Matter Prioritization. An optimum shiphandling training unit would
contain modules about each of the identified learning areas plus a practice
module. Time and resource constraints may compromise this optimum configuration.
It is necessary to identify those learning areas which must not be allowed to
be degraded. A system of priorities was developed which will permit the
course developers to place emphasis where it is most needed.

The criteria for shiphandling module prioritization are based on four
factors, each of which was assigned a numerical value, which were developed
from discussions held with expert shiphandiers. These priority factors are
defined as follows;

14
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Figure 3. Proposed Ship Handling Training System Module Concept
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Priority factor 1 consists of those elements identified by over 50
percent of the respondents. A numerical value of 1 was assigned
each of these elements. One additional point was added for each 10
percentage paints over the base of 50 percent. Maximum point value
for this factor is 6.

Priority factor 2 consists of those elements which required grading
on a "go/no-go" basis. Each of these elements was assigned a point
value of 4.

Priority factor 3 consists of those elements identified by all
respondents who were senior officer shiphandiers and are now engaged
in instructional duties. A point value of 3 was assigned to each of
these elements.

Priority factor 4 consists of those elements which should be directly
reinforced in a synthetic setting. Two points were assigned each ofthese elements.

Table 2 depicts a matrix for prioritizing shiphandling learning modules.A maximum of 15 points is possible for any given module. Seven modules received
a score of 7 or better, and these modules are considered to be the absoluteminimum to be included in any shiphandling training unit. Each of these
modules can be taught in the shore environment.

Unless a given learning module is covered completely, it should not beincluded in the curriculum at any level of schooling. No attempt should be
made to include a module simply to introduce the subject, particularly if thisis done at the expense of a higher priority subject. The modules not considered
essential to the shiphandling training unit ashore are those which can be
omitted with the least negative effects.

Five learning modules received a priority of 8 or less. These modulesreceive a reduced emphasis in the proposed training unit for two reasons:

1. Time is seriously constrained. A mAjor increase in course time toteach these modules is neither practical nor economical; moreover, it is not
prudent to reduce time spent in the classroom on higher priority modules forthese subjects.

2. Four of the five modules (Tactical Publications and Thumb Rules, PlanAhead, Own Ship Team, and Trainer) are exercised in a simulator/training craftby the trainee during normal training and do not require independently scheduledexercises. This exposure shopld be adequate. The fifth module, Meteorology andOceanography, can be learned through correspondence courses available outside ofthe school.

16
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TABLE 2. PRIORITI2ATIoN OF LEARNING MODULES

Relative Motion

*Priority precedence is based on total nverical value. The higher he total
value, the higher the prioritY.

Other Instructional Corn In ad11-10 to the courses discussed as
required training, 0 add i_nal, optioNi courses are included in the system.

1. Transition Training._ The puITOe of transition training is to provide
the officer with explicit knowldge ar:O. 5iIls required to perform his ship=
handling duties aboard a ship with willcri he has had no recent experience. Assuch, it should be designed for_administniion by the Fleet Training Centers(FTC's). Transition training should reci011..e not more than 1 day in the class-
room and 2 days in a simulator and/or 01 small craft.

2. Refresher Training. There are l'Aqo types of refresher training: that
provided to officers in the intermediate tegory and that provided to the
advanced category of officer.._Intermediat

category officers should have
completed the Department Head COUrse prior to returning to sea duty for their
second and subsequent tours. It is 10-resuNd that these officers have not been
exposed to the conning situation in a resPwsible position during the shore
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tour. Aclvenced category officers proceeding to sea from a shore billet mayhave:5pent up to 5 years in positions which did not permit them to have anexposure to the conning situation. Both categories of officers can be consideredto be below the required level of proficiency in some areas; therefore, refreshertraining Would be designed to raise their competence level in these areas.There is nd need to expend resources to train in areas where these officers'capabilities are equal to, or above, a predetermined minimum level, For thisreason, _a refresher course should ')e designed to fill the knowledge and skillgaps rather than to present a fixed curriculum.
Prior to commencing theschoblihg, officers proceeding to refresher training should be given a preteston each_Of the learning modules in order that areas of weakness can be identi-fied. Appropriate instructional tits can be extracted from each applicablelearning Module, and individual officers would proceed on a self-paced basis_to complete the required study. The practice module would be required of allofficers attending refresher training. Practice could be conducted either ina simulator or on a small craft. In the interest of economy, refresher coursesshould be co-located with the Department Head Course or the PCO/PXO Course.

The Otond type of refresher training is that provided to PCO's in atten-dance at the PCO/PXO Course. This course should be taken in its entiretysince the advantages to be gained through association and discussion withpeers Outweigh the small time saving which may accrue if the shiphandlingPortion of the course is abbreviated.

Traini Un1t Su o-t E u ment. Four new devices are proposed. Two of17Rse, of road and a ground tackle training device, are part -tasktrainers, the other two, a bridge simulator and new small craft, are full-mission
-lhers.

1. Pies of the Road Training Device. Rules of the road must be memorizedand tested in the classroom. However, the application of the rules, in particularthe recognition of situations, and other vessel aspect and lights, requiressome additiohal reinforcement. The proposed rules of the road part-tasktrainer should be designed as a portable unit which could be used in a classroomor in 0 auditorium;
Its purpose would be to insure that trainees recognizesituationz and can respond with an appropriate solution to the problem situation.A functiotial description of this device is contained in appendix I of TAEGReport oo. 41.

2, Grtnind Tackle Training Device. Ground tickle, as used in thisstudy, irgUdes anchors, lines, tugs, and pilots. It is not economically
feasible, in the Basic Course, to skill train in the use of ground tackle inoperational Craft or on the small craft trainer. In the Intermediate Courses,it is noecohomically feasible to conduct all evolutions with which a conningofficer is required to be familiar on the small craft trainer. This proposedground tackle part-task'trainer would serve all required shiphandling courses.

The Ground Tackle Trainer would be designed to have the capability ofdemonstrating the location of ground tackle; the use of ground tackle inmaking various types of moors, to include a Mediterranean moor, flying moors,and moors to 4 buoy; the makeup of tugs; chain use and markings nomenclature
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and terminology; anchoring; and the use of an anchor to retract from thebeach. A functional description of this device is contained in appendix I ofTAEG Report No. 41.

3. Pull-Mission Shiphandling Bridge Simulator, For safety and costreasons, intermediate and senior categories Of 4ffiic rs cannot experience manyof the environments or casualties which occur in an operational situation.There is no existing simulator capable of proviOang transition training betweenvessels of widely divergent characteristics.

lamission 'arid simulator
There is a need to develop a ful

ulator which willfulfill the requirements for transition training on at the same time, providefor a smooth, step-by-step
capability enhancement for Naval officers as theybridge the gap between classroom and operational craft. The proposed trainirqunit is designed to move from the clasSaoom to Part-task trainers to full-missionsimulators and finally to operational craft,

4. Small Craft Training Device. The Small Craft Training Device willprovide conning training from an actual bridge with a ship and team respondingto the conning officer's orders. A small craft 15 necessary to teach theactual interaction between forces, the teamaic* necessary, and to give a"feel" to the shiahandler. At the present time ler's and utility boats areused These craft are not satisfactorY because of their lack of flexibility,high cost, and single operating mode. A new traiaing device which consists ofa less expensive,
more effective class of small craft should be acquired.The replacement craft is designed expressly to the explicit trainingneeds of prospective shiphandlers.

SHIPHANDLING TRAINING SEQUENCE. In every ia5tanC shore -based training situationsare designed to impart knowledge, teach how the.varaaws knowledge elements areintegrated, reinforce that which is learned to inaura maximum retention, andprepare the student for career enhancing adva nc".nt examinations. At nostage of ashore training can the trainee he certiied as qualified in anyoperational evolution, or for any specific snip fhe5e certifications mustoccur at an operational command
and be made by an aerational commander.

Acquisition training gives the necessary indactrination to the Navalservice. For shiphandling, the trainee harps terwirology, the purpose of theart, and the use of the basic tools. In shiphandling subjects, a foundationis laid for the SWO Basic Course,

During the Basic Course, each student learns the elements of knowledgerequired of an 00D(F). This is the educational ohs the school. Rein-forcement, the interrelationships
between the vari-us knowledge elements, andteamwork are taught in a series of training devices cprhmencing with part-task trainers, Rules of the Road devices, Maneuvering Tactical Trainers, andso on Later, a full-mission simulator and a small craft are used To insurethat all elements are covered to the reaUired depth, the MS is used as astandard.

19
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Subsequent to the Basic Course, JO's proceed to sea where they stand JOOD
watches. The period between graduation and certification as a qualified
00D(F) is the on-the-job training period during which school acquired skills
and knowledge are applied. Qualification is granted when the officer has

completed all PQS items, including performance demonstrations

exhibited the requisite maturity and judgment required of an 000(F)

demonstrated the capability of handling the ship under varying
environmental situations

demonstrated a practical ability to perform all functions of an
000(F) under operational conditions.

Newly qualified officers generally perform during other than routine
situations only under the supervision of the commanding officer. It is the
most highly qualified, experienced, and mature 000 who has the conn in poten-
tially critical situations.

Intermediate' training, that which prepares an officer for the Command
Qualification Board, occurs during the Department Head and the PXO Courses.
Primarily, the classroom phase deals with planning and technical training,
while the shiphandling skill phase addresses more complex maneuvers and
multiship operations and permits the student to perform in a _training device
representing various classes of vessels. The Department Head Course culminates
with the officer proceeding to sea as a ship's department head and potential
00D. During this sea phase,_the officer can anticipate serving in at least
two types of ships with widely divergent operational characteristics. He
becomes fully qualified and experienced in handling both high and low powered
vessels. This intermediate period is concluded with the passing of the examina-
tion for command qualification.

Subsequent advanced schooling ashore is used to develop the managerial
capabilities, to enhance skills, and to provide refresher or update training.

COURSE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS. In the Basic Course, the student is presumed to be
at the level of graduation from the acquisition program. It must be assumed
that the lowest entry proficiency level in shiphandling topics forms the base
line for that topic in the Basic Course. Since OCS is the acquisition program
with the least Naval shiphandling exposure (i.e., no cruises), this has been
considered the starting point for shiphandling training for the SWO Basic
Course. Most tactical evolutions performed by OCS students are indoctrinary;
few real skills are acquired. In terms of knowledge elements, OCS students
are introduced in the classroom to navigation, rules of the road, and tactical
publications; however, skill training is minimal to nonexistent.

Students in the Department Head Course are certified as 00D(F) prior to
assignment.. They have received instruction in all of the knowledge elements and
have had the opportunity to perform in an operational situation, at least
under supervision. This means that in shiphandling they require only refresher

20
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and specialized training. Much refresher training can be given in conjunction
with tactical operations training. Consequently, with the exception of instruc-
tion in areas which require exceptionally high proficiency (e.g., rules of theroad), classroom shiphandling training need not be scheduled. However, to
provide specialized training, and to provide for individual ship and shipclass differences, practice in a full-mission shiphandling trainer and/or asmall craft is required.

Additionally, the Department Head Course provides knowledge element
education and skill training needed for passage of the Command QualificationBoard examinations. Since only general guidance about the examinations isgiven in official documents, heavy reliance must be placed on the expertise
and experience of instructors. Because students have limited opportunity topractice the performance requirements of the examinations in the operating
forces, simulator/small craft exercises in the school environment are necessary.

Prospective commanding officers in attendance at the SWOS are qualifiedto command. Their training cycle is essentially complete. The primary ship-
handling areas for which they require additional training are those related tomanagement of training, refreshing of dormant skills, and the opportunity to
become acquainted with the characteristics of the vessel to which they haveorders. Thus, as in the Department Head Course, heavy reliance is placed onthe full-mission simulator and adaptable small craft.
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SECTION III

FORMULATION OF THE SHIPHANDLING TRAINING UNIT

The shiphandling training concept discussed in the preceding section forms
the basis for formulation of the shiphandling training unit at the SWOS. The
translation of the concept into an operable format is essentially a straight-
forward technical effort, hence only the course rearrangements and additions
are addressed in the following paragraphs. Course content topical information

iis contained in appendix B.

Acquisition programs provide general orientation and foundation level
information, and no change is recommended for the curriculum of any of these
programs. Surface Warfare.Officer courses, which include shiphandling training
as a part of their curricula, were examined at the basic, intermediate, and
advanced levels. Topics directly related to shiphandling at each course
level were extracted and reorganized to form an integrated shiphandling
instructional module that would respond to those shiphandling knowledge
elements identified in table 1. Lesson topics which affect shiphandling only
peripherally, or which require proficient shiphandling as a supportive feature,
were not affected. Remaining course hours for each course can be adjusted to
reflect the separation of shiphandling topics; total course hours for all
courses remain essentially unchanged. Factors such as instructional priority,
sequencing, and student prerequisites have been considered and incorporated
into the design.

For each course, using thenew instructional module as a base, instruc-
tional topics were identified to support the module. These topics are identified
in appendix B and should be used in the derivation of individual bits.
Development of lesson topics/instructor guides must be the responsibility of
shiphandling experts in the field, but it is anticipated that most of the
material already in existence will be applicable.

For the purpose of this report, each level and course of instruction is
treated independently. It is emphasized that altiough current instructional
material has been used as the basis for this development, the continuous
process of review and revision of course curricula may necessitate changes to
specific content areas as conditions change.

BASIC SHIPHANDLING TRAINING

Baic level shiphandling training begins in officer acquisition programs
and terminates, insofar as resident training is concerned, with the first
assignment to sea. Acquisition programs do not stress training in shiphandling.
However, completion of such a program is a prerequisite to entry into the
other basic level training program, the SWO Basic Course.

The current SWO Basic Course consists of 602.5 contact hours offered
during 16 weeks (80 training days) at either Newport, Rhode Island, or Coronado,
California. Students must be commissioned officers, The mission of this
course is "to prepare newly commissioned line officers for junior officer
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astignMents in surface warfare units and provide a performance oriented, 4
foundation for attainment of qualification as surface warfare officers.'
Initial training in shiphandling and shiphandling related subjects is an
integral part of this preparation.

Review of the SWO Basic Course curriculum revealed that 8 of 26 units
contained instruction in shiphandling and shiphandling related topics. Table
3 identifies these

involved,
_defines the how's and types of instruction (class-room or practice) nvolved, and depicts the shiphandling knowledge elements

to which they apply.

Analysis of the information in table 3 shows that, with the exception of
Unit 3, CIC Watch Officer, essentially all training contained in each of
these units is applicable to shiphandling. For Unit 3, lesson topics dealing
with Radar and Radar Systems are not considered applicable. Thus, the bulk
of basic level required shiphandling training can be achieved by combining
the units specified. To reformat Unit 3 involves either allowing the non-
shiphandling material to stand alone or combining it with similar material in
another unit. In this instance, its combination with other units dealing
with electronic/electronic-related systems or equipments appears to be the
better choice.

All shiphandling knowledge elements, except "trainer," are addressed in
the present Basic Course. As the capability to train other officers/team
members presumes knowledge and skill (experience) levels not yet acquired by
the new officer, this deficiency is not considered sufficient to warrant
additional material or the restructuring of existing topics.

Current practice hours included in the Basic Course for shiphandling
training are.adequate. This practice is accomplished in part-task trainers
and small craft. The use of the proposed new simulator and small craft
recommended in subsequent sections of this report will enhance the available
practice but may require the inclusion of additional practice time. This
decision must await the arrival at the school of the new devices.

Specific identification of instructional units to support each module
of the basic program in shiphandling are included in appendix B.

INTERMEDIATE SHIPHANDLING TRAINING

The period of intermediate shiphandling training occurs between 000(F)
qualification and certification by the Command Qualification Board. Ashore
training includes the Department Head Course and the Prospective Executive
Officer Course, both offered only at the SWOS, Newport, RI.

SWOS DEPARTMENT HEAD COURSE. This course provides qualified junior officers
with the basic skills and knowledge to function as a department head aboard

Curriculum Outline for Surface Warfare Officer Basic Course, A-00-0118,
4 August 1976, p.
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ship. Nine hundred and sixty-seven contact hours in a core curriculum, plus
additional training in specialty areas, are provided during a 28-week period.
Incoming students, selected through a screening process, must have completed
18 months of at-sea. training and be SWO qualified, which includes 00D(F).

Satisfaction of these prerequisites presumes a basic knowledge of ship-
handling elements and a reasonable skill level in their application. Accord-ingly, shiphandling topics are now subsumed under other areas of instruction
in the Department Head Course. Table 4 identifies current units which
include shiphandling topics by hours and indicates their application to thelist of knowledge elements shown in table 1.

Analysis of the data contained in table 4 reveals the following:

Units 6 (Navigation) and 36 (Fleet Support Operations) can be
applied to shiphandling in Coto. Each of these units contains 4
hours of identified underway time The shiphandling instructional
package is built around these two existing units.

Unit 2 (Combat Information Center) includes 4 identified hours of
underway training which, for the most part, can be applied to ship-
handling. In classroom study, 2 hours of NC2/DRT work and 2 hours
of maneuvering board practice are also applicable to shiphandling
training. Remaining unit material can stand by itself, or be
restructured and included with other units.

Unit 7 (Tactical Maneuvering and Screening) contains 2 hours of
shiphandling model ship tank training time, which can be removed
from this unit without difficulty.

Units 5 (Operational Reporting), 41 (Personnel Administration and
Training), and 43 (Stability and Damage Assessment) contain
1 hour of shiphandling related topic material each Lesson
topics 5.5 (U.S. - U.S.S.R. Incidents-at-Sea Agreement), 41.12
(Shipboard Training), and 43.5 (Special Problems in Stability) can
be removed from their respective units without measurably affecting
the remaining material.

The relatively small amount of shiphandling specific training containedin this curriculum is not surprising. Classroom training at this level is, in
essence, a review to refresh students' knowledge. Skill practice periods mayalso serve as refresher training or training to provide insight into relatively
rare shiphandling evolutions. Moreover, other units, such as Unit 19 (Trainer,
ASW), provide practice in shiphandling skills as an integral part of their
instruction. However, because of emphasis on other areas of learning (in thecase of Unit 19 such learning has to do with ASW tactics) and because of the
entry prerequisites that imply skill possession to this level, it is not
included as a part of the shiphandling training package.

The Department Head Course provides students with "underway" trainingtime By use of small craft, when available, and visits/deployments to
operational units, students have an opportunit to practice skills and apply

1
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knoWledge in an operational environment. From the shiphandling perspective,
however, not all of these evolutions contain even indirect application to the
shiphandling function; their primary focus is on other areas. Thus, although
approximately 200 curriculum hours are specified as underway training, only
56 are associated with the technical specialty "shiphandling." The remainder
are directly related to the other technical specialties.

As was previously stated, the total curriculum includes 967 core hours
plus specialty training time Eighty of these hours are allotted to shiphandling
related topics. These are identified in table, 4. Forty hours are devoted to
a navigation practical exercise which is performed ashore. Of the remaining
40 _hours, 24 are classroom. This leaves 16 hours; 2 are spent in the ship
model tank and an additional 4 hours may be in the tank. The existing curricu-
lum identifies the residual 10 hours as 6 to be spent in CIC and 4 in navigation-
related positions. No time is firmly scheduled in the curriculum for the
trainees to function as conning officers underway.

It is strongly recommended that underway conning time in the Department
Head Course be firmly scheduled. The minimum hours per trainee will vary
with the level of experience and demonstrated capability. This time could be
spent in either a full-mission simulator or underway training craft or some
combination thereof. Preferably, underway conning experiences would occur
shortly before graduation; i.e., in the final 2 weeks of the course.

SWOS PROSPECTIVE EXECUTIVE OFFICER TRAINING. The second intermediate ashore
training course occurs when prospective executive officers attend the 6-week
PCO Course at Newport, RI. This course provides. "an improved concept in
controlling and evaluating the performance of (the) ship...directed toward
the 'coordinated employment' of a ship's capabilities."5 It is available to
PXO's as intermediate training, and PCO's for refresher training. In addition
to satisfying selection requireMents via a screening process, students
must have taken, or be scheduled to take, the Human Resources Management
Course. Shiphandling prerequisites are as.;umed to have been completed. This
is the final required course in the training continuum and concentrates less
on procedures than on the integration and management of all factors that
affect a ship's operation. Any shiphandling training is almost totally
refresher, or specific training and practice needed to transition to a new
(to the individual) type of vessel.

In specific terms, only Unit I (Navigation and Seamanship) involves
direct shiphandling related topical material. Table 5 shows this instruction
in hours and the applicability of this unit to the shiphandling elements
previously defined.

All shiphandling elements are addressed during Unit I. However, only 8
hours of underway training are identified and this may be insufficient time
for adequate conning practice, particularly if the officer is transitioning
to a new (to him).class/type ship. Additional practice time would require
the use of full-mission simulators and/or small craft.

5
Curriculum Outline for Surface Warfare Officer Advanced Course - Command,
A-00-0111, 15 January 1976, p. viii.
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The scheduled 8 hours underway
time is probably adequate for officers

who have extensive surface ship operating
time, provided these officers have

a full 8 hours each in 6 command position.
Officers with little recent surface

ship experience will probably require
additional conning time in order that

their confidence level and skill level
can he raised to equate to their peer

group of ship commanding officers.
It is recommended that conning times

range from 8 hours for officers with
recent experience to as much as 24 hours

of additional conning time for
officers who have not served aboard a surface

vessel in the past 8 years, Specific time requirements will vary with experi-

ence and capability.

The constraint of time for training is recognized. However, when one

considers the responsibilities of
commanding officers and the heavy reliance

placed on them in terms of operational
commitments, this additional time may

be an essential investment.
Lead times for reporting dates must be kept

flexible; PGO's and PXO's
need the full practice time to complete their

underway training,

ADVANCE° SHIPHANOLING TRAINING

In the proposed shiphandling training
continuum, advanced training is

refresher or transition.
No new knowledge concerning shiphandling

is provided.

Additional practice is specifically directed
to those areas in which the

trainee feels he needs assistance,
or has, through testing, demonstrated a

Weakness

In terms of course development, no additional
effort beyond the PCD Course

is required, Completion of Command at Sea Qualifications
implies expertise

in shiphandling; however,
assuming assignment to a new type ship, some transition

training; i,e., practice in handling a ship with different characteristics

from those previously maneuvered, is appropriate. This practice is accomplished

utilizing a full-mission simulator or small craft.

Some sort of shiphandling "pretest" evaluation
should be made a part of

entry into the advanced courses, particularly
for prospective commanding

officers attending the PCO Course. It should not be necessary for aprosoec-

tive commanding officer to repeat
course subject matter previously learned

during an earlier tour, as prospective
executive officer attending the same

course, if he has retained the material.
This use of a pretest of subject

matter could eliminate some classroom time
thereby providing added time for

practice in the conning capacity.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SHINANBLING TRAINING °NIT

To implement the proposed shiphandling
training unit requires no major

development effort. Some reorganization of current units and lesson topics

is required in the Basic
and Department Read Courses to separate and identify

shiphandling as an independent module of study which equates to a technical

specialty.
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At the basic level, identified current topics should be grouped togetherinto a single "Shiphandling" training package of 160 hours consisting of both
classroom and practical training. Table 3 identifies the proposed module as
containing 58.5 hours of classroom time, 77.5 hours of practice, and 24 hoursdevoted to testing. Using the identified lesson topics from table 3 as a
guide, experts should review material for completeness and sequence topic
presentations in the most convenient manner. The practical training identifiedas necessary must be formally described, using specific learning objectiveswhich are to be acquired aboard small craft or through simulator training,
and sequenced.. This formal description will permit easier integration of
practical training and classroom training objectives.

For the Department Head Course, similar minor reorganization is necessary.
A relatively short shiphandling unit will result, but the identification ofit as distinct training will support recognition of its importance. As canbe seen in table 4, the new module will consist of 80 hours, 24 in the class-room and 56 practical application (40 of which are the take-home navigationpractical). There is needed some scheduled, mandatory underway conning timein addition to the 56 hours practical application. Consideration should begiven to the institution of night practice or off-hours training in a full-mission simulator or aboard a training craft.

No curriculum changes to Unit I of the PCO /PXO Course are required;
however, the addition of "Shiphandling" to the current unit title would
emphasize the importance of the subject. Providing additional hours for
practice/transition -training .should be considered. Initially additional
hours would vary from 8 to 24 depending on the prior experience and proficiencyof the student. For PCO's the provision of small craft or a full - missionsimulator for training purposes on an individual basis, during off-hours,
might be the solution to the proposed additional training hours.

The timing of the changes recommended at all levels should be at the
discretion of the schools. Normal reorganization and/or revision of curriculatake place at regular intervals, and it is logical to incorporate changes
such as those proposed for shiphandling during those periods. However, theneed for emphasis in shiphandling training will continue to be important, and
implementation should not be postponed for a significant period of time.

Acquisition of the Full-Mission Bridge Simulator and new small craft
training device should proceed in parallel with the proposed course reorgani-zation. As these training devices become available, they should be incorpor-ated in the curriculum. Until such time as they are available, the ship-
handling training curriculum can incorporate existing devices. All recommended
additional practice time should be scheduled on the existing small craft
until such time as a full-mission simulator is acquired.
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SECTION IV

PROPOSED FULL-MISSION SHIPHANDLING BRIDGE SIMULATOR

Existing simulation equipment is designed to provide training in thearea of tactical operations with shiphandling being relegated to a secondaryconsideration. The reason for this is that existing simulators range fromlimited to no visual capability. They were designed with CIC, rather thanthe bridge, as the focus of training. They serve well as part-task ship-handling trainers.

This section addresses the full-mission shiphandling bridge simulator.The proposed small craft is discussed in section V of this report.

The proposed shiphandling training system, when incorporated in the SWOStraining, and refresher training demand a scope of simulation of operationalmissions not now available. By definition, shiphandling evolutions primarilydepend on information derived from the visual rather than the electronicscene. At the same time, effective training requires the conning officer toperform mission scenarios in a variety of environments and in craft withwidely divergent operating characteristics. No such training capability
currently exists. The simulator proposed in this section will provide thattraining capability.

An additional capability provided by this full-mission simulator is toreprodice incidents which developed into accidents or near accidents. Shouldthe simulator be used for this purpose, on a "not-to-interfere-with-training"
basis, the Navy will be able-to identify and analyze incident cause withgreater objectivity. Records of incident cause will produce trends andassist in the identification of training shortfalls. Training programs canbe created and/or modified to correct the identified problem area

APPROACH

Existing training was examined at the two SWOS's; Amphibious Base,Little Creek; FTC, San Diego; U.S. Coast Guard Officer Candidate School,
Yorktown; Southampton School of Navigation, Warsash, U.K.; and Marine SafetyInternational, Long Island. In addition, extended discussions were held withqualified Naval Surface Warfare Officers and merchant marine masters in orderto establish how best to support the proposed shiphandling curriculum. Theinvestigations revealed that no existing trainer was capable of providing therequisite training environments. Typical limitations included (1) a lack ofdaylight visual capability, (2) a lack of the necessary flexibility to providea free-play mission, (3) the failure to coordinate visqal with electronic
simulations, (4) the inability to vary own ship operating characteristics,(5) a lack of visual resolution, particularly of objects close to own ship.and (6) the inability to perform many of the required operational missions.

The Computer Aided Operations Research Facility (CAORF), Kings Point, NY,was visited to study their ship bridge simulator in operation. The CAORFsimulator incorporates many of the requisite environment features and has the
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capability to include others. However, this device was designed as a research
tool and has a number of features not required in a Naval shiphandling trainer.

As a result of these visits and discussions, the following minimum
features were determined as required in a shiphandling training simulator:

two bridges which are capable of operating either independently
or dependently

a limited CIC capability associated with each bridge

a coordinated visual-electronic capability which permits a comparison
of visual bearings with electronic bearings

a changeable harbor and beach operating area capability in additionto open sea

multiple target ships (aircraft are not required)

the capability of approaching target vessels, docks, buoys, etc.,
to within 30 feet (goal)

variable environment to include light /dark, rain, fog, wind, sea,
current, and bottom and bank effects

variable own ship operating characteristics

expansion capability for future design ships

real time simulation.

FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS. The minimum required capabilities were incorporated
in a Functional Specification for a Full-Mission Shiphandling Bridge Simulator(see appendix C). The essential elements of the simulator complex are asfollows:

two bridge mockups

one CIC and one chart house linked to each bridge

one problem control room

one computer complex

a visual system for and cylindrical screen surrounding each bridge

a small auditorium

space for two additional bridges with attendant CIC and chart house.
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1. Bridge Mockups. No specific class bridge will be duplicated.
Operating equipment on the bridge will be limited to those controls and
displays associated with ship control, tactical maneuvering, and navigation
functions. Repeaters, displays, and controls associated with other systems;
i.e., sonar, weapons, etc., will be inoperative, stylized mockups. Motion
is not required.

2. CIC and Chart House. Operative equipment in CIC will, as on the
bridge, be limited to ship control, tactical maneuvering, and navigation
functions. No equipment associated with other systems will be required. The
chart house has the sole function of providing space for chart storage,
electronic navigation, and piloting. Nn r.olostial navigation equipment is

3. Bridge Wings. The two bridge wings are to be identical. A conning
and remote, plug-in, propulsion control capability will be operable.

4. Problem Control. There is to be an instructor's console for each
bridge which has the capability of problem setup and control. In addition,
the console will have the capability of activating diagnostic test programs
and the built in test equipment (BITE). The two consoles will each have the
capability of controlling both bridges when they are in a dependent mode, or
operating independently.

5. Computer Complex. The computer complex is to be distinct from
problem control and will be designed to serve the entire complex. It will
contain the necessary computers, interface, signal conversion units, D/S and
5/0 converters, power supplies, and peripheral equipment.

6. Visual System. The visual system will require a minimum of 2700
in the horizontal plane (360° goal) and from -30° to +150 in the vertical
plane. Color is required.. Computer generated imagery is needed and oil film
projectors are to be avoided if possible.

7. Auditorium. A space for approximately 25 persons is required for
briefing/debriefing and for exercise observers. A projecti-n of the gaming
area is to be available:.

8. Add-on Capability. The entire complex will be housed in a building
designed for that purpose. In the design of the building space, capacity
must be made available for the future addition of two additional bridges.

INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT (ILS) CONSIDERATIONS.

1. Maintenance. Both organizational and intermediate maintenance willbe performed onsite. Wherever possible, the device will be designed for
modular replacement of elements, whether electrical, electronic, or Mechanical.
Modular repair will be accomplished as a part of intermediate maintenance.
The device will be assigned Navy Material Cognizance Symbol 20 upon acceptance.
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Personnel. It is proposed that Navy personnel be utilized as
operators and Navy civilian personnel as maintainers of the device. In orderthat the simulator be available 16 hours per day for training and 8 hours for
maintenance, the following numbers are proposed:

POSITION NUMBER RANK/RATE QUALIFICATIONS

OIC, Simulator 1 LCDR/LT SWO

Deputy OIC, Simulator
1 LT SWO

Instructors 4 LT/LTJG SWO

Operator Supervisor 3 LT SWO

Operators 10 0M3/053 "A" School

Maintenance Supervisor 1 Senior Technician TBO

Ass't Maint Supervisor 1 Senior Technician TBD

Duty Technicians 6 Technicians TBD

Clerk Typist 2 GS 3/4 TBD

3. Training. Simulator operators and course instructors require identicaltraining on the device. Experience indicates that this training will consist
of approximately 2 weeks onsite. The course will be prepared and presented bycontractor personnel approximately 8 weeks prior to the Ready for Training (RFT)date.

Maintenance training will be two-phased, the first dealing with the computerand related peripheral equipment, programming, and diagnostic routines. Phase Imaintenance training will be scheduled by the contractor and will Probably occurat the computer manufacturer's facilities. The first 2 weeks of phase IItraining will be the operator's course and will be attended by all personnel
assigned to the simulator. The subsequent 6 weeks portion of the course willbe attended only by the maintenance personnel and/or the OIC and Deputy OIC ofthe simulator.

4. Documentation. Approved preliminary copies of all documents will be
required at least 30 days prior to commencement of maintenance training.

EVALUATION. A Fleet Project Team will participate as advisors during the
entire procurement cycle. An Operational Test and Evaluation (OTE) and Development
Test and Evaluation (DTE) will be required.

RISK. With the exception of the visual system, there are no high or moderate
technical risk areas. The proposed CGI, own ship simulation, environmental
simulation, computer systems and interfaces are in existence in numerous
flight simulators and at CAORF. All basic programs which will be required
have been in use at CAORF.. The dynamic coefficients of the majority of Naval
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vessels to be simulated are available at David Taylor Naval Ship Research andDevelopment Center (DTNSRDC).

The visual system is considered to be a moderate to high risk area forthe following reasons:

A search of existing literaturE revealed that the goal of 30 feet
visual distance between objects; i.e., own ship and dock or pier,
may not be satisfactorily achieved with existing state-of-the-artequipment because of visual scene resolution limitations at thisdistance.

The oil film projectors in use at CAORF, the prime candidate forthe simulator, may prove unsatisfactory in their present configura-tion. They are costly, very large and heavy, require sensitive
alignment, generate large amounts of heat, and are very difficultto maintain.

The existing oil film projections may not have sufficient resolutionclose in, that is, within 100 feet.

The optimum approach for investigating resolution adequacy is to conductengineering evaluations of existing equipment.such as CAORF. Should anengineering evaluation not be possible, then a research study should beinitiated to examine available projection systems for a substitute for theoil film projectors. Should another system not be readily available, alterna-tive approaches are discussed under Option Selection Rationale.

OPTION SELECTION RATIONALE. Prelininary trade-off analyses were made in fiveareas. The recommended solution to four problems is incorporated in theFunctional Specification for a Full-Mission Bridge Simulator (see appendixC). The fifth option requires engineering.studies prior to resolution.

1. Visual System Projectors. Visual system projectors were considereda serious problem because of the risks associated with oil film projectors.No readily available substitutes.cpuld be located which satisfy all technicalrequirements. The trade-off was a research study. If this proved to beunproductive, then the oil film projector should be used on the initialversion. Use of these prOjectors would probably preclude docking drills, butall other training evolutions, including underway replenishment and mooringto a buoy, could be performed. Docking d-ills could be held in the trainingcraft as a substitute to the simulator.

2. Visual Scene Generation. Alterrative methods of generating thevisual scene were examined. No system, other than Computer Generated Imagery(CGI) offered an acceptable method of meeting the dynamic, free-play require-ments of the simulator.

3. Software. Software is both expensive and time consuming to develop.In lieu of original development of programs for own ship, the software used
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by CAORF, a U.S. Government Agency, could be acquired. The specific coefficientsneeded for various U.S. Navy type ships ,:an be obtained from OTNSROC.

4. Simulator Maintenance. Two primary options are available for long-term operation and maintenance of the simulator.

Option 1, utilize Navy personnel as both operators and maintainers.

Option 2, utilize Navy personnel as.operators and Navy civilianfield representatives as maintainers,

Option 2 is the recommended
procedure for the following reasons:

Instructors and selected bridge enlisted personnel will operate thesimulator thereby developing a group of highly qualified, trainedshiphandling specialists within the Navy who are capable of repre-senting the Navy's point of view.

With Naval officers, there is a higher degree of instructor accepta-bility by trainees, particularly senior officers.

Naval officer operators have a familiarity with the problems and
situations faced by conning officers under operating conditions.

In the maintenance area, the use of Navy civilians offers a higher
probability of continuity.

Specialization of maintenance rersonnel is practical. Navy personnel,for career reasons, must maintain a broad base of technical expertise,whereas civilian field represertatives can concentrate in specificareas. The number of technical, highly complex interrelated systems;i.e., visual, electronic, computer, and mechanical, will require awide diversity of Navy ratings and a continuous maintenance trainingprogram for reliefs. Individual field technicians can-be trainedacross all systems and can provide relief training only when,and as, needed.

A fewer number of maintenance personnel will be required with
civilian field representatives because of the anticipated continuityand specialization.

6. Computer Selection. The fifth option selection has been left forthe performance specification developer. For reasons of flexibility, add-oncapability, and continued training capability in the event of a casualty, amultiple computer configuration is planned. However, should the mean timebetween failure be high and the aean time to repair be low, it may be costeffective to design the simulator around a one computer complex. This analysismust consider the redundancy available in a multiple computer configuration.
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COST. A substantial capital investment is contemplated with the proposed
Bridge Simulator. A single, unqualified budget submission made to cover this
outlay is fraught with risk._ Because of the technical complexity of the
simulator and the high variability of cost of material and labor, there is agood likelihood of underestimation with the consequence of having to request
additional or supplemental funding at some future date. In order to account
for these variables, the Acquisition Cost Estimating Usinq SimUlation (ACES)
technique was used to estimate the simulator cost (see TAIG Technical Memorandum75-4 dated September 1975).

1. Acquisition Cost Estimating Using Simulation Technique. The firststep in the use of ACES is the identification of major subsystems and components.
Upon completion of this task, the model user must determine the most efficient
technical approach for each subsystem. Utilizing standard cost estimating
methodology, estimates must be made for effort (in man-hours) and materialcost (in dollars). Current rates (engineering and manufacturing labor,
overhead, G&A, and profit) are entered into the model and are applied in the
proper sequence to the labor and material estimates. The model has the
flexibility of utilizing detailed cost components or composite "bottom
line" costs. Probabilities are then assigned according to the likelihood of
that cost actually occurring. Independently, subsystem costs are selected
according to their probabilities of occurrence. An estimate for the total
system is thus obtained for one possible configuration or set of approaches.This sequence is repeated and the results from each run are collected and
aggregated. In this instance, the sequence cost calculations were repeated
10,000 times in order that an accurate picture of the possible range would beavailable. The outputs may be given in tabular, histogram, and/or curveformats.

2. Estimation Procedures. The most critical factor in performing
estimations is the identification of major subsystems of the device and other
cost modules which can be estimated independently. There are 14 engineering
development subsystems, 1 engineering data cost module, and 5 cost modules inthe ILS patkage. Thus, a total of 20 primary cost elements were identified for
the simulator. Each module was estimated independently using a 4-point
probability distribution for the various elements comprising the module.

Procurement component costs were grouped into five major cost categories,
the first encompassed manufacturing, the second engineering, the third material,
the fourth engineering data, and the fifth, ILS. For each major component
cost category the mean cost and standard deviation were calculated. The
results of these calculations are displayed in table 6. This table summarizes
the major procurement component costs and identifies potential cost risk areas

6
A detailed computer analysis using a 4-point estimation procedure and the
assignment of likely probabilities was made. This resulted in an esti:lation
of Engineering Labor, Manufacturing Labor, Material, and total submodule
costs for each of the 20 primary cost elements. In addition, the cost
range and range probability for each of the five procurement component
costs depicted in table 6 were derived. The detailed cost computations
for each of the 20 primary cost elements is available in TAM. It can be
requested by authorized personnel through CNET.
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TABLE 6. PROJECTED COMPONENT PROCUREMENT COST FOR FULL- MISSION
SHIPHANDLING SIMULATOR (TWO BRIDGE CONFIGURATION)
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Cost Estimate.

a. Assumptions. The cost estimate iS based on the followingassumptions:

The basic configuration and performance capabilities of thebridge simulator will be as set forth in the functionalspecification (appendix C).

There will be a 360° field of view.

There will be 2 man-years of field support over a 1-yearperiod.

The estimates are based on simulating the characteristics ofeight ship classes for each bridge.

The image display system will use oil film projectors.

Building to house the device is not now in existence. It willbe constructed on Navy-owned land and will include two bridges.

The building will be adequately equipped with all facilitiesto support the simulator.

November 1978 labor rates, costs, and overhead, as promulgatedby the Procurement Contract Office, Naval Training EquipmentCenter, are valid. No escalation factors have been applied.

b. Simulator Cost. Using the numbers developed in computing theprocurement component costs, an additional computer run was made to develop,independently, the composite mean and standard deviation for the simulator.This composite is shown in figure 4. This figure depicts the relative frequencywith which the Navy can expect bids from potential contractors to fall withina predetermined cost range.

In addition to the histogram, a curve, figure 5, was produced whichpredicted the cumulative probability of any given cost occurring.

Based on the estimation procedures described, TAEG predicts the BridgeSimulator cost will range between $8.3 million and $9.1 million, with a meancost of $8.7 million. Maximum and minimum costs are based on a deviationfrom the mean of ±1 standard deviation.

c. MILCON Costs. The building to house the two-bridge devicewill be new construction; therefore, MILCON funding is required. The TrainingAnalysis and Evaluation Group estimates the building can be acquired for$750,000 to $850,000 with no escalation factors hpplied. Building costsinclude the shell, internal wiring, air conditioning and heating, and interiorfinish. This estimate was based on the criteria for operational trainer
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Figure 4. Relative Frequency vs. Cost
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facilities, category Code 17135, as specified in NAVFAC P-80, Facilit_
PIannip factor Criteria For Navi and Marine Corps Shore Instaltions,
Vo umes I and II.

CONSIDERATIONS.

1. Cost of the initial simulator includes many one-time items. Thefollowing modules will not be required, or will be greatly reduced in costfor follow-on units.

liaison and data gathering

system engineering

operational test and evaluation

engineering data

maintainability

technical services

technical publications

provisioning

training course.

Based on this rationale, it is estimated that follow-on units of thedevice can be acquired for approximately $5 million. MILCON funds will beneeded.

2. In the event consideration is given to a single-bridge simulator,the cost would be approximately $6.9 million. However, should the decision
to construct a single-bridge simulator be made, the following disadvantagesaccrue:

Student load is such that the device will be overloaded at
acceptance.

Many training evolutions which require intership cooperation will
not be available.

Historically, the cost of an acid -on greatly exceeds the cost if
this capability is included in the initial buy.

3. Should it be considered that only one bridge is required in the
simulator, MILCON funds in the amount of $650,000 would be required.

It is, generally, more cost effective to construct the total building at
once rather than to add to an existing building. Should a four-bridge configura-

1

tion be considered, it would be less costly to contract for a building suitable
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for Litz Four bridges now rather than considering a building suitable for only
two bridges now with the intent of increasing building size later. It is
estimated-that a building suitable for four bridges would cost $1 million.The four bridge building calls for a 57 percent increase in floor space. Thiscould be obtained for a cost increase of 34 percent over the two bridge building.
Although no estimates for future year construction were made, historically
this would be a major cost avoidance.

4. It is noteworthy that the module of greatest cost, Image Display
Unit, is also the area of greatest risk. A brief preliminary investigation
could uncover a more cost effective system than the oil film projector system
costed in thisestimate.

LEAD TIME ESTIMATE. Figure 6 depicts an estimated total time from contract
award to the RFT date to be 28 months. This estimate is for the prototypedevice only Follow-on units will probably require 18 months.
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SECTION V

PROPOSED SMALL CRAFT TRAINING DEVICE

The small Craft shiphandling training device discussed in this sectionhas been designed to support the shiphandling curriculum previously describedand is the logical intermediate step between the full-mission bridge simulatorand.actual operational craft. All critical shiphandling knowledge elements,the necessary team work, and the interrelationship between the various modulesof instruction can be demonstrated and exercised utilizing this device.
Successful conning of the small craft will lead to a degree of confidence and
self-assurance that can only be acquired in a free-play environment whereinsimulated operational missions are successfully performed. Although thisdevice cannot, and must not, be considered as a substitute for operational
experience on board fleet units, it can reduce the average time required byan officer to reach a fully-qualified status.

The intent of this device is to permit trainees to perform all functionsof the shiphandling team on an operational craft. Exercise evaluations areconstrained only by the elements of safety and the need to prevent materialdamage. All major evolutions required to be performed by operational shipscan be performed in this device.

BACKGROUND

The basic problems in the design of the training craft were flexibilityand economy. What was needed was a single craft which could simulate shipswith widely divergent hull and power plant characteristics. The following
operating characteristics were considered to be of major concern in thetraining of shiphandlers:

single screw and twin screw effects

variable acceleration/deceleration

variable turning rate

variable tactical diameter

variable advance/transfer

variable speed for given RPM

variable response delays to both the helm and throttle.

In addition to flexibility and economy, which were vital, course content
dictated the need for skill training in areas such as teamwork, anchoring,
underway replenishment, and piloting. This need placed an additional require-
ment on the training craft for the following:

A
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a classroom for briefing/debriefing

CIC

visual and radio communication capabilities

Underway Replenishment (UNREP) capabilities (i.e, a kingpost).

It was considered highly desirable to provide a training capability in areasof shiphandling which are encountered only by a large percentage of conningofficers. These specialized situations include mooring, beaching and retraction,towing, tug handling, and planning. To accomplish these objectives, thefollowing additional features are needed on board the training craft.

a second CIC

three anchors, two forward and one aft

reinforced bow and fenders

skegs

towing capability.

CONCEPT FORMULATION

The Training Analysis and Evaluation Group performed a concept formulationstudy for the small craft which considered, in addition to the factors previouslyestablished, three additional criteria: length, production cost per unit inquantities of 12 or more units, and the requirement for the craft to supportthe total shiphandling training unit. Length overall (o.a.) should be between65 and 100 feet to provide adequate separation between bow and stern, yet nothave the craft unwieldy. Production cost should not exceed $1 million in1978 dollars.

As mentioned earlier, the shiphandling training unit is composed of
three levels of training and transition and refreshew- training. The Basic:ourse required the trainee to become familiar with relatively simple tactical
naneuvers, docking and undocking, going alongside, and teamwork. The Depart-lent Head Course requires trainirg in specialized missions, controlling oftactical maneuvers of a group of craft operating in concert, and the improve-lent of proficiency. The PCO. Course, in addition to refreshing competency,
lust permit training in the planning and execution phases of all types of
!volution. Transition training requires the craft to be capable of simulatingvariety of ships with widely divergent operating characteristics.

It was determined that the development of a training device craft was
easible within the constraints previously stipulated provided a spartan
pproach to design was accepted. This meant the elimination of the following
sual items on a craft of the anticipated size:
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Armament, small arms, and pyrotechnics. As a training craft planned
to operate within sight of land and in a comparatively sheltered
environment; i.e., within a harbor area, these are unnecessary.

Galley and Galley Equipment. Training cruises are scheduled for
less than 12 hours. Box lunches are used at the SWOS today, and
have proved to be satisfactory. There is no anticipated need to
change this procedure.

Berthing Facilities. The brevity of training cruises precludes
a necessity for berthing. However, in an emergency the classroom
can be used for berthing.

Shower Facilities. Short cruises preclude the need for on-board
showers. No maintenance or repair, other than that of an emergency
nature, will be performed underway.

Refrigeration. 'No food preparation or food storage is anticipated;
therefore, no refrigeration facilities are required. However, the
drinking fountain will have the capability of cooling water.

Infrared. Normal lighting and s gnal facilities are adequate for
training purposes.

Air Conditioning. Natural and forced air ventilation is adequate.
Engine room will not be manned underway. However, should air
conditioning be required for electronics equipment, single space
air conditioning units will be providec.

Consideration was given to having an electronic capability (computer or
programable calculator) to vary the operating chEracteristics of the training
device. An examination of available systems was made. Because of the cost,
increased maintenance requirements, and the additional logistic support andpersonnel such a system would require, it was rejected as an unnecessary
"nice-to-have" feature.

It was expected that the initial allocation of these training devices
would be to the two SWOS locations, with the possibility of subsequent assignment
to various FTC's and the U.S. Naval Academy.

CONCEPT DESIGN

The results of the concept formulation study were given the DTNSRDC. They, inconjunction with the Naval Ship Engineering Center, Norfolk Division (NAVSECNORDIV),
performed a concept design for the proposed craft. (Details of this conceptdesign are included as appendix D.) An artist's concept of the proposed small
craft training device is illustrated in figure 7.

In order to determine the groupings of characteristics of Naval vessels in
terms of displacement and speed, an examination of the tactical characteristics
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of 35 Naval vessels
or classes of Naval

vessels was conducted.
Of thisnumber, a plot of

33 was made of
displacement speed. The plot differ-entiated between

single- and twin-screw
vessels,

Quadruplescrew vesselswere not included,
Figure 8 illustrates

the plot.
From this plot it wasdetermined that

there were five general
groupings of ships.

Whin thesegroups individual
characteristics varied

as a finction of underwater
configu-ration, number of

propellers, etc,
Thus the reluired

simulation was restrictedto five general
groupings of operating

characteristics.

within each of the major groups
established, operational

responses toorders differed
as the number of

screws, response rates, and
tactical char-acteristics varied

between classes and
among individual vessels.

Thesedifferences were
incorporated in the

concept design of the
small craft byvarying (1) the

actual rudder angle
with respect to the

indicated rudderangle, varying the rate of response
independently to both (2)

rudder and(3) throttle,
and (4) incorporating

three propellers,
each independentlydriven. In proper combination,

these four variables
permit the simulation ofthe operating

characteristics of all
classes of Naval

ships except quadruple-screw ships.

Maximum speed of
the craft does not

approach the actual speed
of combatants.However, shiphandling

training is primarily
concerned with evolutions

whichdo not require high
speeds, In the twinicrev

configuration, flank speedwill fall between
16 and 20 knots

which is adequate for training,

TRAINING DEVICE CRAFT
CHARACTERISTICS. The vessel hull is to be constructed

of steel with
an aluminum deck house,

Other materials
were considered butwere rejected for

reasons such as cost,
maintainability, ease of damagecaused by trainee

judgmental errors, etc, Vessel dimensions are

Length, o.a.

Length, w,l,
90 feet

Beam
22,5 feet

Draft, hull
4,5 feet

Draft, navigation
1.5 feet

TRAINING DEVICE CRAFT
SYSTEMS,

Major systems of this
proposed vessel are:

1. Propulsion - three, 1200 by diesel engines
connected to three fixedpitch propellers.

Fuelllube oil - 9,000 gallons diesel.
Spare lubricating il will

be stored aboard in
five gallon cans.

3, Fresh water
- 500 gallons storage taken aboard at

dockside, lwentygallon, quick
recovery hot water heater,
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8. Bilge drain
- an oily water separator with holding

tank.

PERSONNBL. The training craft will
have toll propulsion control

at the ship
control console instilled in the pilothouse,

Therefore, the engine room need
not be manned when

underway, It is planned that all
operational stations be

manned by trainees.
Based on these criteria,

it is anticipated that
only two

enlisted personnel
are required as permanent

crew for each craft.

When underway on a training mission,
one is needed in the pilothouse,

each (IC, and one in charge of the
exercise.

A maximum of 40 trainees
can be embarked in addition

to instructors and
boat operating personnel,

The craft has_ been designed
to accommodate a maximum of 46 persons.

Therefore, the mix of instructors
and students can be varied

to suit the
needs of each individual

training cruise.

SUPPORT, The training craft is
designed to be supported and

maintained from
shore facilities, No spare parts

are planned to be carried aboard.
It is

envisioned that a central
pool of maintenance, operations,

and support
personnel will be established

ashore at each training
location, and individual

units will be serviced and
supported from this pool,

ALTERNATE PRORIgION ENGINE
CONFIGURATION, Late in the

concept design phase,

Personnel at the OTNSRBIC and
NAISECNORD1 conceived a new approach to simulating

a single-screw vessel, The only difference
between a single- and twin-screw

vessel, as observed by the
shiphandlers (conning officers), is the lateral

thrust caused by uncompensated
torque of the singlescrew.

Because of this,
it is possible to calculate

the thrust on any given hull
for any given

speed, forward or reverse,
The operative portion of this

thrust, with respect
to maneuvering a vessel,

is that which occurs in
a plane parallel to the

shaft and perpendicular
to the shaft at its juncture

with the propeller

The training craft is planned to have
a twin-strew mode of operation

which uses counter
rotating propellers to offset the lateral thrust, It 1'0

possible to simulate the effect
of single-screw torque

with twinscrews by
injecting a centerline

thrust to either port
or starboard using a thruster,

This configuration would eliminate the planned third engine,
shafting, and

propeller.

Sl
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The advantages to the use of the thruster are=

elimination of one 1200 hp diesel, shafting, and propeller. This
is replaced by a 65 hp engine and a much smaller propeller.

reduction in required fuel storage

reduction in draft and weight

probable reduction in length

economy of operation

reduced maintenance and logistic support.

The possible disadvantages to th' use of the thruster are:

need to develop an automatic control system such that the correctthrust in the proper direction is present at all.limes

need to develop an interlock with the throttle and main propulsion
engines.

The concept of using a stern thruster to simulate the lateral forcesgenerated by a single-screw craft is promising and gives every indication ofsuccess. In addition, it gives promise of additional simulation capabilitiesat low cost. For example, if the stern thruster concept proves feasible andis satisfactory in the operational environment, then a bow thruster can be
installed for the purpose of simulating loading, wind, and current effects.Thus, a complete range of training situations can be simulated in one compara-
tively inexpensive craft.

It is strongly recommended that the concept of a stern thruster be
investigated during the preliminary design phase of the small craft trainingdevice.

COSTS. Estimation procedures for the cost of the proposed small craft
training device differed from the ACES technique used to estimate the simulator

i

costs. A single, point estimate was produced. Such an estimate is practical
for a small craft for the following reasons:

Labor and material are more predictable.

There is a larger, tested data base upon which to draw.

The small craft is not as technically complex as the simulator.
All areas are well within the state-of-the-art and have been used
in prior fabrications.

The basic estimate was produced by a Naval component which has
extensive experience in small 'raft design.
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Cost estimates for this craft are class D. The indivi 1 1 costs for the hull
and major equipment are listed in appendix D. Additional money will be
required for design, equippage ( which includes, but is not limited to, furnish-
ings, signal flags, control console, etc.), installation, and cabling. An
estimate of the cost of the first unit follows:

Hull
$ 118,500

Major Equipment (appendix 0) 538,940

30 kw Diesel Generator 10,000

Intercom System 700

Radio, to include r s, antenna,
and coupling

13,360

Design, equippage, installation,
documentation, cabling, and TAE

818,500

Total $ 1,500,000

Subsequent units constructed to the original design, which do not require
test and evaluation (T&E) and which take advantage of bulk buying, are estimated
to cost no more than $1 million each.

AREAS OF POSSIBLE SAVINGS.

1. The estimates presented above presume all equipment and equippage
is purchased new from vendors. However, if advantage is taken of available
equipment and equippage already owned by the Navy but not being used, certain
major savings could be made. For example, the two ORT /DRA units are estimatedto cost $204,000. If these units .could be obtained from ships in the inactive
fleet, only overhaul and shipping charges would be required, and these charges
would be far less than the cost of new units.

2. Previously an alternate engine configuration was discussed. One
propulsion engine, shafting, and ole propeller could be eliminated if a keel
mounted thruster were to be substituted. This action could generate an
initial cost saving of up to $70,000 per craft. In addition, because of the
fuel reduction, decreased craft weight, and draft reduction inherent in this
change, there is the possibility Oat overall vessel length can be reduced
with attendant estimated savings of approximately $1,260 per foot. Because
of the additional design and testiig which would be required in the develop-
ment of this concept, such savings would probably only be realized on follow-
on units, not the original unit.

An added incentive to the use if a thruster in lieu of the third propulsion
unit is the life cycle cost avoidalCes which could be generated. Both operating
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and maintenance costs should be reduced by a significant amount. Additionalstudy would be required to develop a valid estimate of these savings.

EXTENDED CRUISE ALTERNATIVE. The proposed design is based on the premise
that training cruises are 12 hours or less. In terms of the curriculum atthe SWOS and possible FTC training, this premise is valid. However, the U.S.Naval Academy conducts training cruises of extended duration; i.e., 1 to 2weeks. As configured, the proposed craft does not have adequate facilitiesfor these types of cruises.

In order to provide the berthing and food preparation space necessaryfor extended cruises, the interior layout can be redesigned at a very smalladditional cost. By eliminating the forward storage space on the platformdeck and moving the CIC forward so that the forward bulkhead of the CIC isthe after bulkhead of the Boatswain's Store. Room, space is provided for asmall galley and refrigerated store room on the port side and mess space onthe starboard side. On the Main Deck, elimination of the classroom wouldprovide space for a commanding officer's cabin, bunk space for trainees, andtwo additional water closets. A centerline bulkhead extending the length ofthe existing classroom would provide the necessary privacy for male and
female trainees when both are embarked.
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Accident

Bit

Cause

Certification
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GLOSSARY OF DE=FINITIONS

The overall description of a series of events, decisions,
and situations which culminate in injury or damage.

The smallest subdivision of a module of instruction. Discrepieces of related in .-mation on a specific topic.

In terms of an incident, cause is used to identify the primaryand secondary reasons an accident occurred.

A statement, in writing, by competent authority that anofficer has completed a given objective. A certificationis part of an official record.

Class D Estimate
Feasibility Estimate. Estimate based on technical
feasibility studies and/or extrapolated from higher qualityestimates of similar items. (Reference: OPNAVINST 7000.17Aof 15'September 1976.)

Conning Officer The person who is in charge of the ship maneuvering andground tackle team and who makes the decisions withrespect to the maneuvering of the ship and use of groundtackle. He is the environment-team
interface.

Education
Instruction and individual study for the purpose of intel-lectual development and the acquisition of knowledge.
Education implies the acquisition rather than the applica-tion of knowledge.

Elements of a Those specific skills and the knowledge which a qualifiedShiphandler shiphandler must become proficient in prior to beingcertified.

Environment The environment is limited to the physical characteristicsextant at a given time.

Existing Training That training, whether in a classroom, on a device, or in
an operational setting, which is available at the time ofthis report. It is defined in terms of lesson plans for aschoolhouse :setting and MS for the operational or on-the-jobtraining.

Expert A Naval officer who has qualified as a SWO, or who isShiphandler training °tinr unrestricted line officers in shiphandling.An element of this definition is that seagoing officers
must be, or have been, at least senior underway watchofficers.

Ground Tackle Any aid which is used to hold a ship in place, or move, orcause the ship to move through the use of forces applied
external to the ship.
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Incident A dangerous or in- extrernis situation wherein no damage to
either vessel, or injury to personnel, necessarily occurred.

Junior Officer

Module of
Instruction

Qualified
Shiphandler

Refresher
Training

In terms of shiphandling, junior officer refers to any
officer who has not been certified by his CO as a qualified
00D(F). Generally, it is the Ensign and Lieutenant (junior
grade). striving to obtain this qualification, although it
could be any rank.

Knowledge and skill elements in a given subject m ter
area.

An officer who has completed all prerequisites to and
has demonstrated a capability for controlling a ship in an
operational environment.

Training given a certified Naval officer upon return to sea
duty from extended periods ashore to insure he is in all
respects prepared to assume the duties of a conning officer.

Senior Officer In terms of shiphandling, senior officer refers to any
officer who has been certified qualified as a SWO and is,
or has been, charged with the training of junior officers
in the conning situation. A senior officer will generally
have filled more than one billet at sea which required him
to act in a conning or conning supervisory capacity.

Shiphandling Those situations wherein the conning officer is required
make immediate decisions with respect to the maneuvering
of the ship, and outside aid!.; i.e., CIC, ground tackle
(including tugs), navigationitl aids, etc., are of relatively
little value. However, a fa lure to use outside aids, the
improper use of these aids, or the lack of preparation for
a situation is poor shiphandling.

Shiphandling A career-oriented system of training designed to prepareTraining System officers to qualify and maintain their proficiency as
conning officers.

Submodule of
Instruction

Topic of
Instruction

Training

Knowledge and skill elements in a given subject matter area
at a specific proficiency level.

An independent topic within a given subject area.

The application of knowledge in specific skill areas.
Training generally is job- oriented or applies to a
particular military specialty.
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Training provided to personnel who are qualified conning
officers in one or more ship classos to prepare them for
the assumption of conning duties in another ship class
of different characteristics.
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SHIPHANDLING TRAINING UNIT LESSON TOPIC IDENTIFICATION

Twelve instructional modules for shiphandling training were identified asneeded. Eleven encompassed the required knowledge elements and the twelfth wasthe practice and integration module. Section II of this report gives the
module concept; that is, the breakdown into its submodules, topics, and bits.
Section III discusses the module content and relates this content to instructionalhours and practice hours based on the existing curriculum for each of the threeTWOS required courses.

During the process of developing a concept, a priority scheme evolved
which identified the rank order of the modules with respect to the needs of a
potential shiphandler. It was determined that modules 8 through 12 could, if
time precluded their inclusion in the total shiphandling courses, be omitted.
Should circumstances dictate the exclusion of all or any of these modules from
the courses, then the course developer must attempt to incorporate the contentsof these modules to some degree in other instructional modules, particularly
the practice module. In the event a decision is made to include any or all of
modules 8 through 12, it is incumbent on the course developer to insure that
higher nriority modules do not suffer through either abbreviation or omission.

Thole 8-1 subdivides each of the 12 modules into the training level (sub-module) and the suggested topics of instruction applicable to each level.
These topics are to be used by the subject matter experts in identifying thebits of instruction. These experts, in conjunction with course developers,
will use the bits to develop lesson plans, instructor guides, and other classroomaids.

Particular attention must be given to the practice module. This module
incorporates the knowledge elements acquired in the classroom and should demonstrate
their interdependence as well as giving the student actual conning experience.
As a consequence, the incorporation of the various elements into one or a
series of practice sessions must be the final step, Only then can pveformance
criteria be established which instructors can use.

The existing schools do not have a full-mission simulator. The small
craft now being used lack many of the capabilities planned to be incorporated
in the proposed small craft training device discussed in section V. Until
the new devices are acquired, all practice sessions should be scheduled, insofar
as is practical, in the existing small craft. Present schedules of underway

itraining terminate in the early afternoon, approximately 1500. It is proposed
that a two shift approach to the use of existing small craft be considered in
order that the additional underway time proposed can be included. In this
manner, additional practice sessions can be accommodated without an extension
of time at the school.
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TABLE B-1. SHIPHANDLING TRAINING TOPICS

SUBMODULES
(COURSE LEVEL)

MULE TITLE
PRIORITY

TOP S

Rules of the Road

2. Relative Motion

Practice

Basic

(Basic Cours

Intermediate
(Department Head)

Intermediate
(PCO /PXO Course

Basic
(Basic Course)

Intermediate
(Department Head)

Intemediate
(PCO/PX0 Course)

A. Definitions, Principles,
& Laws

B. Steering & Sailing Rules
C. Special Circumstances
D. Fog Signals
E. Lights
F. Day Shapes

A. Review

B. USA-USSR Incident Repo'.
ing

C. Practice

A. Review
B. Case Study

A. Maneuvering Board
B. Formations & Maneuvering
C. Tactical Maneuvering
D. Special Situations
E. Practice

A. Review
B. Screening and Barrier

Theory
C. Practice

A. Review
B. Practice

Not Independent. Practice module topics are identi-
fied separately for individual modules.

Navigation & Piloting Basic
(Basic Course)

6

A. Navigation
1. Publications
2. Logs & Charts
3. Plotting Procedures

& Displays
4, DR Navigation
5. Electronic Navigation
6. Navigation Aids
7. Tides & Currents
8. Compass/Gyrocompass
9. Celestial Navigation

B. Piloting
1. U/W OOD Watch Standing
2. Standard Commands
3. Equipment

S/H Evo ions
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TABLE B-1. SHIPHANDLING TRAINING TOPICS (continued)

ODULE TITLE
PRIO

SUBMODULES
RSE LEVEL TOPICS

Internal/External
Ship Forces

Intermediate
(Department Head)

Intermediate
(PCO/PXO Course

Basic

(Basic Course)

Intermediate
(Department Head)

Intermediate
(PCO/PXO Cour

6. Ground Tackle Basic
(Basic Course)

S. Emergency Bills

Procedures
6. Underway Replenishment
7. Aviation UPS
P. Special UPS
9. Piloting Team

Practice

A. Review

B. Severe Weather &
Reporting Requirements

C. Toiling

D. Am )hibious UPS
E. Special Cases
F. Practice

A. Review
B. Case Study
C. Practice

A. Internal Forces
1. Propeller
2. Rudder
3. Other/Ship

Characteristics

B. External F 'ces
1. Wind
2. Current/Tides
3. Heavy Weather
4. Sail Area
5. Shallow Water
6Waves (Pressure)

C. Practice

A. Review
B. Applications
C. Practice

A. Review
B. Practice

Mooring Rigs
Anchoring
Safety Prec ons
timpvn
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TABLE B-1. SHIPHANDLING TRAINING TOPICS (continued)

SUBMODULES
(COURSE LEVEL)

MODULE TITLE
& PRIORITY

Intermediate
(Department Head)

Intermediate

(PCO/PXO Course

TOP CS

F. Towing Rigs
G. Practice

A. Review
B. Salvage/Rescue
C. First LT Responsibiliti
D. Davits

E. Wildcat & Capstans
F. Practice

A. Review
B. Non-U.S. Navy UNREP Ri
C. UNREP Planning
D. Practice

7. Own/Other Ship
Characteristics

Basic

(Basic Course)

Intermediate
(Department Head)

Intermediate
(PCO/PXO Course)

A. S/H Characteristics
B. UNREP Characteristics
C. Special Evolution

Handling
D. Stability Characteristics
E. Practice

A. Review
8. Planning & Ship

Characteristics
C. Towing Characteristics
O. Maneuvering Characteris-

tics
E. Practice

A. Review
B. Practice

Tactical Publications Basic
& Thumb Rules (Basic Course)

Intermediate
(Department Head)

Intermediate

(PCO/PX0 Course)

A. Navigation
B. Formations/Screens
C. Maneuvering
D. Tactics
E. UNREP

F. Communications

A. Review
B. Planning
C. Practice

A. Review
B. Practice

9. Meteorninnv
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SHIPHANDLING TRAINING OPICS con hued)

SUBMODULES
(COURSE LEVEL

Intermediate
(Department Head)

10. Plan Ahead

11. Own Ship's Team

1 Training

Intermediate
(PCOPXO Cou

TOPICS

Review

Reporting Procedures

A. Review
e) B. Identification & Effects

C. Evasion

Not Independent. Planning topics are separately
identified for appropriate individual modules.

Basic
(Basic Co e)

A. Shiphandling Team
B. Navigation Team
C. CIC Team
D. UNREP Team

Intermediate A Review
(Department Head)

Intermediate A. Review
(PCO/PX0 Course)

Basic

(Basic Course)

Intermedidate
(Department Head)

Intermediate
(PCO/PXO Course

Not applicable

How to Train

Records /Reporting

A. Review
B. Training Requirements
C.. Training Systems
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION FOR FULL-MISSION SH1PHAN LING BRIDGE SIMULATOR

BACKGROUND

TAEG Report No. 41, ltigIALIAling and Shiphandling ralain, December1976, outlined the concept for a shiphandling
training system and proposed aseries of training devices to support the system. One device was a ship bridgesimulator designed to provide shiphandling and conning training over a widerange of conditions.

By letter (TAEG:AFS of 29 March 1977), a FOAM was submitted which proposedalternative approaches to the development of the simulator. The alternate wasselected which produced a functional specification for the simulator but with-out design option testtng,

TRAINING SITUATION

1. A training iin-,sis of shiphandling and shiphandling training wasperformed in TAEG Report No. 41. A summary of the findings follows:

a. Shiphandling has not come under scrutiny consistent with foreseeableneeds, nor has the training of shiphandlers taken advantage of available tech-nology. The term shiphandling itself, To the operational context, is-usedloosely to describe evolutions of ol'; types. io,date,training has been primarilyon-the-job and dependent upon operational steaming during which shiphandlingevolutions were performed. Recent underway experience by junior officers (JO's)has been drastically reduced due to the lack of underway time, very short avail-ability of operational readiness training underway time,-and,the infrequency ofthe performance of many evolutions.

b. It has been determined
that shiphandling is not a completely pro-cedural task, nor can it be reduced to fhat classification of task. Basedon this, a series of interviews were held with recognized experts and a reviewwas made of pertinent published data It was found that a series of independentbut related knowledge elements should be learned in a classroom setting, thenemphasized and reinforced in a trainer. The interrelationship of each of theelements to the other elements would be graphically demonstrated in the sametrainer. A shiphandling training system should be designed to move from aclassroom to trainers and finally to operational craft.

c. Three additional factors became apparent during the traininganalysis. First, there is a need to provide trensition
training for officersproceeding from one ship class to another of widely divergent characteristics.Second, officers proceeding to sea should have performed all of the evolutions-specified as required to qualify as 00D(F) in the PQS. For many reasons thisis not always accomplished, and some officers are qualified on waivers.Third, there are many shiphandling situations which cannot be duplicated fortraining purposes on board an operational unit. The reasons for this varyfrom safety through A lArk mf
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d. It is obvious that a training device is required to bridge the gap
which exists between the classroom and part-task trainers and the operational
environment. Two types of training devices have been identified as candidates.
The first is a full scale, full-mission bridge simulator, and the other is asmall craft designated as a training device. For maximum training effective-
ness and efficiency both are needed. A small craft is constrained by the
numbers of trainees per unit time, by the types of evolutions which can be
performed, and by weather. Yet, there is no substitute for actual conning
experience. A simulator is constrained only by the imagination of theprogrammer.

2. The operational system being simulated by this proposed device
consists of those ship subsystems which are involved in the control and
maneuvering of the vessel. Certain systems will be totally simulated, otherswill be partially simulated, and still others will not be simulated at all
However, insofar as the trainee is concerned, all systems are to be fully
operational. A general description of the subsystems and their degree ofsimulation follows:

a. Own ship control subsystem. This subsystem consists of thesteering system and the propulsion system. Those portions of these systemswhich are located on the bridge, or bridge wings, and function under controlof the conning officer will function as if they were fully operational. Shipresponses to the bridge orders will be fully simulated.

_b. Navigation subsystem. Position locating equipment will besimulated. In addition, CIC and bridge repeaters (such as fathorneter, radar,
anemometer, gyro repeaters, etc.) used for navigational purposes will beduplicates of actual equipment and will function.

c. Weapons sensor and control subsystem. Re)eaters from this sub-system will be stylized mockups and will not function.

d. Ground tackle subsystem. The effects of this subsystem will'affect own ship's operational capabilities, but the equipment itself will notbe required,

e. Communications subsystem. Bridge and CIC transmitters and
receivers for all methods' of communication (radio, telephone, MC, pneumaticwill function.

3. The initial procurement of this simulator is to support three
existing courses at the SWOS, Newport, RI, and to provide the capability ofbeing used in transition training for a to-be-developed course. A discussionof the courses follows:

a. Course A-00-0118, Surface Warfare Officer Basic Course. This
course is designed to provide newly acauired officers with t-_ _
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Many of these elements are reinforced in a model shiphandling tank Usingscaled models, in the Tactical Trainer (Device 20A61) during the execution ofdrills primarily related to the use of weapons, or in a simulator or underwaytraining craft.

From a training aspect, this course suffers from the following shortcomings.

Shiphandling is not a distinct unit; therefore, many of the knowledgeelements are taught and tested under criteria not necessarily ship-handling related.

The simulators were not designed to be used as shiphandling instruc-tional tools. Some elements of shiphandling are overlooked, othersare addressed only tangentially,

Many shiphandling evolutions cannot be properly executed due to thelack of a coordinated visual/electronic presentation.

For safety and maintenance reasons, many restrictions must be placed onthe underway training craft. In addition, these craft are not repre-sentative of any existing
operational ships classes, are overly maneu-verable, and are all twin-screw configuration.

The proposed simulator, when integrated into the basic course, willprovide training in all aspects of shiphandling as well as exposing thestudent to the interrelationship and mutual dependency of the knowledgeelement. It will, therefore, enhance the status of shiphandling, reduce thetime required at sea to become familiar with own ship operating characteristics,and aid in the production of a more nearly qualified JOOD graduate.

b. Course A-00-0107, Surface Warfare Officer Department Head Course.The curriculum for this course has undergone a revision, primarily in thetechnical areas, which has not *acted the shiphandling aspects of thecourse. No existing unit of instruction directly addresses any of the problemsassociated with shiphandling. However, the objectives of some lesson topicsdo incorporate shiphandling knowledge elements. The emphasis in this courseis managerial, both from a technical and a human resource point of view.Shiphandling training is incidental and, therefore, of secondary importance.
Graduates of course 4 -00-0107 proceed directly to operating ships asdepartment heads. As such they are expected to be proficient in all phasesof their duties, not the least of which is the underway 000 responsibility.Thus they can expect to be exoosed to situations wherein shiphandling isprimary. As a practical

measure to insure the proficiency gained prior toentry into the school is maintained, and to prepare the graduate for theCommand Qualification Board, emphasis should be placed on the performanceaspects of shiphandling and the planning of evolutions which, if not properlyexecuted, could lead to an in-extremis situaaiaa 4
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Actual craft, including training craft, cannot be used for all situations.A full - mission simulator with integrated optical and electronic capabilities
can simulate any given set of conditions, either in a single or multiple shipenvironment. Errors in judgment in a simulator are not costly; therefore,students can be permitted to place their vessel in situations which cannot beallowed with actual craft. Thus the proposed full-mission simulator, whenintegrated into this course, will fulfill a needed training function.

c. Course A-00-0111, Surface Warfare Officer Advanced Course -Command. One module of this course addresses the evolutions and situationswhich encompass shiphandling. The only skill training is in the ShiphandlingTrainer, a group of radio controlled models.

Since the officers attending this course are relatively senior andproceeding to either a surface ship
.

command or executive officer billet andmay not have served on a surface ship in the recent past, it would be totheir and the Navy's advantage to insure they receive some skill training ona vessel with the same or the approximate characteristics of the ship towhich ordered. The only cost effective method of having available ships withthe operating characteristics of all existing and prospective vessels isthrough a simulator. Thus prospective correanding officers/executive officerscan learn not only the normal responses in all environments, but also how theship responds during emergency maneuvers and under casualty conditions.

d. Transition training. Graduates of the Surface Warfare OfficerDepartment Head Course and a proportion of other officers in the middlegrades serve split tours. That is, they proceed from relatively high powered,maneuverable craft to cumbersome, frequently underpowered service or amphibiouscraft. In addition, some senior naval officers command auxiliary vessels andproceed from these to high powered combatants. The ships' handling character-istics are at the two extremes.

Extreme differences in ship characteristics present problems whichclosely parallel those encountered by aviators when transittgning from onetype of aircraft to another wherein functional and handling characteristicsdiffer widely. Experience, practice, and "luck" may enable an officer totransition from ship to ship and even aircraft to aircraft. However, it isnot prudent to base qualification on chance. Transition without training isneither warranted nor justified when one weighs the cost of a few days transitiontraining against the costs incurred by one major accident and the possibleloss of life. The sole economic method of exposing personnel to single- andmulti-screw vessels with a complete range of shiphandling characteristics isin a simulator.

TRAINING DEVICE OBJECTIVES

It is a qiven that no nffir rAn
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transition training, can reduce the time required. For students of the
Advanced Course - Command, the simulator will permit the acquisition of a"feel" for their prospective command thereby giving a confidence and under-
standing which otherwise could only be acquired by having served in a similartype. This would be of the greatest importance to officers who had not spent
a major proportion of their time as ship's company.

SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION

1. General. The simulator complex will consist of:

a. Two bridge mockups

b. One CIC and one chart hoUse linked with each bridge

c. One port and one starboard wing to each bridge

d. One problem control room

e. One computer complex

f. A visual system for and cylindrical screen surrounding eachbridge

g. A small auditorium capable of seating approximately 25 people

h. Space for the addition of two additional bridges with attendant.CICs and chart houses

i. Restrooms, workshop, and other necessary support spaces.

2. Bridge Mockups. No specific class bridge will be duplicated inthe mockup. Since each bridge will be used to simulate either single- or
twin-screw combatant or auxiliary vessels and is to be designed to be used
exclusively for shiphandling training, sonar repeaters, weapons control
panels, and other repeaters/displays not directly associated with shiphandling
are not required, or may be stylized nonoperative mockups. No motion willbe required of the mockup. Bridge width, including whys, should not exceed
35 feet; depth should not exceed 25 feet.

The following are the minimum equipments required on the bridge. Equ
ment location should generally follow the layout of the 00-953 class shipbridge.

a. A ship control indicator panel located on the forward bulkhead,
amidships, above the windows. The oanel_chAl
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b. A ship's course indicator lccated at the forward end of the
pilothouse, deck mounted, on the centerlire. This instrument will be a gyro
repeater and capable of accepting an alidede. A duplicate of the ship's
course indicator will be located on each bridge wing as far outboard and
forward as possible.

c. A captain's chair on the port side, forward.

d. A plotting table on the starboard side, forward. This tablewill be fitted with a goosenecked lamp for night use.

e. Available to the Officer of the Deck (000) on the forward
bulkhead will be two radio telephone handsets, the 21 MC unit, an anemometer
read out, a fathometer read out, a whistle and a siren actuator, and one
voice tube connecting the bridge, CIC, and instructor's console.

f. A navigation light switchboard will be located on the after
bulkhead of the pilothouse. All combina.:ions of lights required by the
current edition of the Nautical Rules of the Road will be available. No
actual lights are required to light, with the exception of port and starboard
running lights; however, an indication on the instructor's console will showwhich navigation lights are on.

g. The quartermaster of the wtch log desk will be on the afterbulkhead. This desk will be fitted with a gooseneck lamp. Above or adjacent
thereto is to be the one MC primary station.

h. One plotting board and one status board, each approximately 3feet square is to be mounted vertically on the after bulkhead.

i. Sound powered outlets will be located on the after bulkhead forthe following circuits: JA, 1JV, 2JV, JX, and an instructor's circuit which
can also be used for maintenance. These outlets will be duplicated on boththe port and starboard wings. Outlets on the wings may be through a hand
switch with one receptacle.

J. The SCC will be located au the centerline sufficiently aft ofthe forward bulkhead so the 000 has unimpeded walk space from side to side ofthe pilothouse. There will also he space aft of. the SCC for unimpeded passagethwartship. All ship control instrumentation, alarms, and controls are
congregated on the SCC. It will be mode'ed after the console designed forthe DO-963 class.

The SCC will contain the following m nimum components:

Thn hnleo
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Course to steer indicator to the left of the ship toUrse

(5) Auto pilot pare].

(6) Steering pump! control panel which permits the shifting of
pumps as well as shifting the stEering control station.

(7) Steering alarn panel.

(8) To the right o.? the helm is the propulsion section of theSCC. Tle first panel to the sigh= of the rudder angle indicator is the
propulsion panel. It contains a speed calibration chart which, for the
bridge mockup, must be changeable to conform to the class of vessel being
simulated. The remainder of this panel is devoted to the throttle control
station selectors, plant mode, and engine order telegraph.

(9) To the right of the propulsion panel is the throttle. The
throttle must be capable of being changed to simulate either a single-screw
(single throttle) or a twin-screw (two throttles) vessel configuration.

(10) Above the propulsion oanel is the propulsion alarm panel
and shaft performance indicator. The shaft performance indicator must be
capable of representing both single and twin shaft configurations.

(11) The final panel is above the throttle and contains the
dummy log and speed light controls.

In ail instances where the difference between _a single- and twin-screw
vessel is depicted, only the class ship being simulated will be apparent on
the SCC. When a two sbaft, two screw vessel is being simulated, each shaft
will be capable of being controlled independently. Read outs and indicators
will react to the appropriate shaft. An outlet for the la sound powered
circuit is required on SCC.

k, To port of the SCC, but situated so that there is freedom to
move around all installed equipment, is to be a chart gable which contains
drawers for chart storage. The top is to be equipped for performing piloting
and inshore navigation during all light conditions. Immediately abutting the
chart table is a remote radar display unit (PPI). This PPI will have a
switching unit so that any radar being simulated can have the output displayed
thereon. A digital display is not required, but a true or relative bearing
capability is required. A single outlet controlled by a barrel switch for
the JX, 1R, and JA sound powered circuits is required on or adjacent to the
chart table.
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one in the port and one in the starboard bulkhead. These two doors will lead
to their respective bridge wings, No other entrance to the bridge or wings is
required.

3, Each bridge will be'linked to a CIC. Equipment in the CIC will be
limited to ship control and navigatiOn equipment. No weapons control panels,
sonar repeaters, or other repeater/displays not directly associated with
shiphandling are required. The minimum specific hardware required is

a. A surface search radar display on a PRI.

b. An air search radar display on a second PPI. Air control
equipment is not required.

c. One VHF and one UHF transceiver. Each of these transceivers
will have the capability of transmitting/receiving on a maximum of four channels.The remote handsets on the bridge will be slaves of these transceivers.

d. One NTDS console (UYA-4).

e. One DRT or MC-2 (both are not required).

f. Four vertical status boards approximately 3 feet square.

g. One vertical plotting board,

h. One HF/OF repeater.

i. The following repeaters are to be available to the CICWO and
visible from his primary station.

(1) Ship's heading indicator (gyro repeater)

(2) Fathometer repeater

(3) Rudder angle indicator

(4) Ship's speed indicator

(5) Anemometer indicator.

J. Sound powered telephone outlets will be available for the JA,
10, JX, and the instructor's circuit. In addition, there shall be a handset
for the use of the CICWO on a barrel switch which will permit him to mnnitnr
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4. The chart house shall be an incependent space adjacent to thebridge. Its function is to provide the capability of performing electronicnavigation and piloting. No celestial navigation equipment is required.This space will require a chart table which contains drawers for chart stowage.The top shall be equipped with standard navigation plotting equipment and agooseneck light. Equipment shall include:

a. An omega receiver

b. A satellite navigation receiver

c. An outlet for the JA and a sound powered circuits.

5. The port and starboard wings shall be identical in layeut. Allequipment, except as noted, will be located forward of the access door on theforward or outboard bulkhead. The wings are to have a bulkhead approximately4 feet high surrounding all exposed sides. Port and starboard running lightsare to be installed outboard of the wings on the forward edge. The followingequipment is required.

a. A ship's course indicator (gyro repeater) capable of acceptingan aleciaide. This instrument will be stand mounted, outboard, and wellforward. It is to be identical to the instrument on the bridge.

b. An eee?ele order repeater.

c. ',Ingle indicator.

d. A connector box for a remote propulsion and steering controlunit. Only one remote unit is required since there can be but one controlstation. Control stations are either wing, the bridge, or the eveine room/steering aft.

e. A voice tube adjacent to and aft of the ship course indicatorconnected to CIC and the instructor's console.

6. Total problem control will be vested in the problem control room.This room will contain two instructor consoles, one for each bridge, twostatus boards per instructor console, and one voice tube per console. It isrequired that total problem set-up and control, to include the visual scene,be from the instructor's console. In addition, the console will have thecapability of activating test programs and the built in test equipment (BITE).Computers and peripheral equipment will be located in the computer complexwhich shall be distinct from the problem control rnnm.
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operating independently is also required, although this can be an add-on
feature to be incorporated when additional bridges are added. Space must be
available for the addition of two additional instructor consoles.

Each console will contain the following features:

a. A wrap around type of construction is desired. Two operators
are normally to be employed, one for own ship, the other for the environment

includenclude all contacts. Instructors are to sit side-by-side. In an emergency
one instructor should be capable of performing all operations. Instructor
chairs shall not be permanently attached to either the console or the floor.

b. In the center of the vertical surface there is to be an area
display which duplicates the gaming area This is to be a PPI type presenta-
tion on a CRT of approximately 16 inch diameter. The range scale on this
display will be variable from 5 to 55 miles in 10-mile steps. All vessels,
including own ship, aids to navigation, landmass, and other items which can
be seen by the 000 are to be displayed. A special symbol shall be used for
own ship and the other bridge when operating in a dependent mode. Other
contacts will appear as they do on a natural PPI presentation.

c. The left portion of the console shall be devoted to own ship.
There will be, on the vertical panel, the following displays and controls.

(1) A 12-inch PPI presentation with own ship centered. This
presentation will use symbols in lieu of a natural presentat Presentation
will be relative with own ship always heading up A true bae.- mg circle will
surround the relative picture. Three choices of scales will be available to
the instructor-75 miles, 7.5 miles, and 10 miles. All contacts within the
chosen range will be depicted with moving targets giving an indication of
course, speed, CPA, and time of CPA on a demand basis. Each moving contact
will be given a letter designation which will be visible at all times.

(2) A continuous display of own ship course, speed, and rudder
angle.

(3) An on demand display of all other ship control functions
and environmental factors as are available to the 000. In addition, this
display will show, on demand, the characteristics of own ship.

(4) An alarm panel to display instructor inserted malfunctions,
out of tolerance factors, any approaching object which will strike or pass
own ship within a given instructor determined ranaP. and arnundino nf
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The left vane] on the horizontal surface will contain:

writing surf =:e.

A keyboard to be used for all control functions to includedemand calls, scale changes, malfunction insertion, and
initial set-up,
system test.

(3) A tape recorder which can be used, on instructor demand,to record bridge and bridge wing orders, CIC conversation and orders, or thetalk on any designated radio or sound powered circuit. In addition to therecording capability, the selected input will be available on a monitorspeaker at the console.

Two handsets, one for on a selected sound powered
circuit, the-other for use on a selected radio circuit. In addition, therewill be a plug for earphones and microphones for both the sound powered andradio circuits.

A speaker for 1 C.

.(6) A 21MC unit.

e. The right portion of the console shall be devoted to the variouscontacts which are within the gaming area It shall contain the followingdisplays on the vertical panel.

(1) A 12-inch CRT which wi11 be used to print informationcalled for by the instructor.

(2) An alarm panel which will alert the Anstructor to internalmalfunctions, instances where ships, °trier than own ship, are approaching anin-extremis situation, and the insertion of any command which cannot be
accomplished by the class of ship being simulated.

f. The right horizontal panel will contain:

(1) A keyboard for use in inserting all control functionsive to environmental change, target changl, and any Other change noted to own ship.

(2) A writing surface.

(3) Two handsets, one for use on a selected sound poweredcircuit, the other for use on a selected radio circuit.

(4) Facilities for selection of a dependent or independent
operational mode.

g. A status board approximatplv c Y I Cant- 1,1411 k^

rela
rela
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h. The voice tube will be centered on or over the console. This
is th- tube from the bridge.

7. The computer complex will he designed to serve the entire simulatorcomplex. It will contain necessary computers, interface, converters, powersupplies, and peripheral equipment. There shall be a keyboard and displaywhich will have the identical capabilities of the keyboards and display CRTson the instructors' console. One 21MC unit and plug-in receptacles, with
handsets, for all sound powered and R/T circuits are required. In addition,this room will be used for maintenance and repair of the simulator. The
following minimum equipment is required.

a. One workbench at least 6 feet ong with continuous outlets for
120V/60h power along the entire length

b. A vice

c. Stow ge for test equipment

d. Soie parts stowage

e. A dolly or hand truck for moving p

f. A desk.

or subassemblies

8. The visual system will require a projection of at least 2700 in
the horizontal plane and from -300 to +150 in the vertical plane. If feasible
a 3600 horizontal projection is desired; however, should_it be restricted to2700, then thevisual scene must be capable of rotating t 900. This is so
the OOD can have visual perception from broad on bow through directly aheadto astern. This will be required during docking operations. A direct televisic
type of projection is desired. Oil film projectors are to be avoided. Coloris required.

Images, shading, shadow, perspective, depth, and color are to be computergenerated. Output will be transmitted to the projectors which will throw the
coordinated picture on the cylindrical screen surrounding the bridge. The
visual horizon is to be variable in 1-mile steps from 5 miles to 10 miles.
However, objects over the visual horizon will be visible if, in fact, they
would be visible to the 00D. The radar horizon need not exceed 30 miles.

Piloting bearings will be taken from the bridge wing peloruses and
transmitted' by sound powered telephone to plotters. OOD will conduct docking
and getting underway operations, and underway replenishment exercises fromthe bridge wings. Tactical operations will require the OOD to step onto the
bridge wing to verify that his vessel can turn safely in the performance of
maneuvers. Therefore, it is desirable that there be two optimum points of

perception of the visual presentation, one fo'. the starboard side at
the bridge wing pelorus on the sllrboard wing, one for the pan'tide at the
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9. An auditorium seating approximately 25 people is required in thesimulator complex. This space will be used for briefing/debriefing and forexercise observers. A projection of the gaming area is required in the frontof the auditorium. The screen should be at least 6 feet high and proportionalin width. All ships, navigational aids, landmass, and any other object whichthe 000 can see or detect by radar are to be visible. This projection is tobe as if the observer was in the center of the gaming area looking down frominfinity. Symbology will be used only for own ship. Mov targets willhave their course and speed adjacent to their pip. The peire is to be
north oriented toward the ceiling. Two scales are required, a 10-mile and a30-mile scale.

10. The entire simulator will be housed in a building designed for thatpurpose. In the design of the basic building, space and capacity must bekept available for the future addition of two additional bridges. This couldbe a building add-on.

All spaces require air conditioning. A service elevator w- r1 be required
for the movement of parts between levels. Halls, passageways, and doors musthave at least 36 inches clearance. Entrances to simulated ship spaces areexcluded from this dimension stipulation, and will use standard size ship.watertight doors.

Electromagnetic interference shielding is not required for securityreasons.

Male and female lavatories are required. Shower facilities are notrequired.

LOGISTIC SUPPORT

1. Maintenance Concept. I ^der that a high level of maintainability
can he ac'lieved, the device will designed for modular replacement of all
elemeetei wherever possible, whet :r -,ee,y be electrical, mechanical, or elec-tronic. Computer diagnostic routines and te7;t programs to detect and isolatefaults to the replaceable module level will 'ee developed. Removed moduleswill be capable of being repaired by intermediate maintenance level personnel.
The device contractor will be responsible for developing routines and a Planned
Maintenance System (PMS) covering test and maintenance at both the organiza-
tional and intermediate level. Organizational and intermediate maintenancewill be performed at the device site The Navy will provide support and testequipment for the simulator. When fully accepted, the device will be assignedNavy Material Cognizance Symbol 20.

The contractor will be required to prepare and to conform to a reliability
program generated in accordance with MIL-STD-785. System reliability will be
stated as a goal Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and a minimum acceptable
MTBF. In addition, a maximum Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) of 30 minutes,
exclusive of fault isolation and ac 4qu.s.1 tien of soarer. will h r.nneirlaA.
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2. Repair Parts. Initial repair parts for the s'ator will beprovided for a period of 180 days by the contractor. 5 '.:,:eguent repair partswill be in the Navy supply system. The contractor will provide the partsrequired to maintain the simulator during the period of contractor fieldengineering service. Approximately 6 months prior to delivery of the simulatorto the installation site, a provisioning conference will be convened. A listof minimum items to be included in the procurement of the simulator to insureproper support follows:

Interim Repair Parts List

Support Equipment List

Provisioning Parts List

Drawings and Vendor Data

EAM Provisioning Cards

EAM Screening Cards

Common Bulk Items List

Inventory/Utilization Data Report

Interim Repair Parts

Support Equipment

Initial System Stock

Trouble Shooting Guide

Recommended PMS

List of Non-Standard Parts.

3. Training in the-Simulator for Operators and Maintenance Twoprimary options are available for long term operation and maintenance of thesimulator.

Option 1, utilize lavy personnel as both operators and maintainers.
Option 2, utilize Navy personnel as operators and Navy civilianfield representatives as maintainers,

Option 2 is the recommended procedure for the following reasons:

Instructors and selected bridge enlisted personnel will operate, the
simulator thereby developing a group of highly qualified, trained
shiphandling specialists within the Navy who are capable of repre-senting the Navy's point of view.

A higher degree of instructor acceptability by trainees, particularly
senior officers.
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In the maintenance area, a higher probability of continuity.

Specialization of maintenance personnel is practical. Navy personnel,
for career reasons, must maintain a broad base of technical expertise,
whereas civilian field representatives can concentrate in specific
areas.

A fewer number of maintenance personnel will be required with
civilian field representatives because of the anticipated continuity
and specialization.

The number of technical, highly complex interrelated systems;
i.e., optical, electronic, computer, and mechanical, will require a
wide diversity of Navy ratings or a continuous maintenance training
program for reliefs. Individual field technicians can be trained
across all systems and can provide relief training when and as
needed.

Recommended numbers of instructors, operators, and simulator maintenance
personnel are based on the proposed option 2. A manning requirements conference
will be held within 60 days of design freeze of the simulator to adjust these
recommendations as required. Simulator instructors, operators, and maintainers
will be given formal initial training prior to the device being used for
Instructional purposes.

For the simulator to be most cost effective, it is necessary that it be
utilized 16 hours per day and be available to maintenance personnel 8 hours
per day. In ad,iltion, it is planned that the device computer will be energized
continuously to preclude the problems which arise during shut-down/energize
Cycles. To provide for leave, personal emergencies, reliefs during extended
periods of operation, and administrative burdens, the following initial
manning is proposed.

POSITION NUMBER RANK/RATf_ IpALIFICATIONS

OIC, Simulator 1 LCDR/LT SWO

Deputy OIC, Simulator 1 LT SWO

Instructors 4 LT /LTJG SWO

Operator Supervisor 3 LT SWO

Operators 10 QM3/0S3 "A" School

Maintenance Supervisor 1 Senior Technician TBD

Ass't Maint. Supervisor 1 Senior Technician TRn
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Operator and instructor training will be identical. This training willconsist of approximately 2 weeks. unsite. The course will be prepared and
presented by contractor personnel approximately 8 weeks prior to the Ready
For Training (RFT) date. A preliminary curriculum to include aids and
devices will be submitted 60 days prior to course convening date for approval.
Approval and/or proposed changes will be returned to the contractor 30 daysprior to course convening date.

Maintenance training will be two phased, the first dealing with the computerand related peripheral equipment, programming, and diagnostic routines.
Phase one need not be onsite, but must include hands-on experience with the
simulation computer(s). Phase two of the maintenance training will be approxi-mately 8 weeks in length and conducted onsite. The first 2 weeks of phase twotraining will be the operator's course and will be attended by all personnel
assigned to the simulator. The subsequent 6 weeks portion of the course
will be attended only by the maintenance personnel and/or the OIC and DeputyOIC of the simulator.

Initial training courses will be prepared in accordance with MIL-ST0 -1379(effective edition).

4. Documentation. To insure complete information is available, the followirdata and information will be provided prior to commencemcA of maintenance
training. Approved preliminary copies of these document:, will be satisfactory.

Maintenance Handbook with Parts List

Instructor's Guide

PMS Publications

Complete Computer Documentation

Programming Manual

Training Device Inventory Records

Operator's Handbook

All publications data items will be prepared in accordance with the
requirements of MIL-STD-1643 (Navy), Integrated Logistic Support RequirementsFor Training Devices (upon approval)

5. Service Acceptance/Evaluation Plan

contra
a. The device project team shall monitor

elowir.n OCT A., , --

:he device progress from
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b. When identified by appropriate authority, the user of the
device shall be requested to designate a Fleet Project Team which will partici-
pate as advisors during the procurement cycle of the device. The Fleet
Project Team members shall be invited to participate in all pertinent meetings,
make recommendations, and have available experienced personnel to assist
during device checkout at contractor's plant and on-site acceptance. The
Fleet Project Team shall be expected to evaluate the device onsite and
report satisfactory or unsatisfactory performance with recommendations for
the needed corrections.

c. Operational Test and Evaluation (OTE) and Development Test and
Evaluation (DIE) will be recpired subsequent to on-site acceptance.

6. Installation. To accommodate this device a new building will have
to be constructed. A proposed MILCON schedule will be required 5 years prior
to RFT.

7. Contractor Technical Services. The device contractor will provide
maintenance assistance for a 12-month period. The assistance includes maintenance,
on-the-job training, and repair of replaceable items.

a. Maintainability. A maintainability program will be a requirement
of the contractor during design and fabrication and will be submitted by the
device contractor for approval. It will describe how he is to develop and
implement the. program. The contractor will be required to demonstrate the
achievement of quantitative maintainability specifications. The demonstrations
will be performed in accordance with MIL-STD-471, Maintainability Demonstration.

b. Reliability. A contractor developed Reliability Program Plan
in accordance with MIL-STD-785 will be specified for this trainer. The
program will include provisions for 'npropriate reliability engineering tasks
and reliability testing duriso pment, manufacture, and interim support
periods.
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INTRODUCTION

The Center of Naval Analysis' (CNA) studies and the Training Analysis
Evaluation Group's (TAEG) Report No 41 (December 1976) indicate that
inadequate training facilities and lack of opportunity exist to train and
qualify surface warfare line officers in ship handling and seamanship.
The Chief of NawA Education and Training (CNET) has tasked TAEG to develop
training requirements and strategy. A craft capable of simulating the
operating characteristics of a variety of Naval Ships is a part of the
training facilities proposed by TAEG. The study reported herein is in
support of the TAEG effort of investigating the feasibility of such a craft.

In order to determine the magnitude of the simulation problem, the
tactical characteristics of a number of ship types were reviewed (see
Appendix 1). The results of this revie led to the ship grouping of figure1. The findings of this study indicate that it is feasible to simulate the
mear operating characteristics of the five major groups of Naval Ships infigure 1, both single and twln screw, with a craft of approximately 94 feetoverall length.

APPROACH

This study wasAtoncerned with the development of a craft which would
serve as a training device for simulating the handling characteristics ofnaval surface ships. This craft will serve the purpose of reinforcing,
illustrating, and practicing the theories of ship handling and seamanshipin realistic situations.

Ship handling is defined as "Those situations wherein the conning
officer is required to make immediate decisions with respect to the maneu-
vering of the ship, and outside aids; i.e., CIC, ground tackle (includingtugs), navigational ads, etc., are of relatively little value. However,a failure to use outside aids, the improper use of these aids, or the lack
of preparation for a situation is poor ship handling" (TUG Report No 41) .The training craft, as described herein, will provide for the practical
application of knowledge of rules of tie roi-,d, tactical situations (replen-ishment, station keeping, etc.1, morlving and anchoring, with and without
tugs (which can be simulated with '.and ?gig craft), beaching, and evolutions
which may lead to a "ship handling" situation.

The operating characteristics of major concern in ship handling (TAEGReport No. 41) are:

Acceleration/Deceleration
.Advance/Transfer
.Tactical Diameter
Turning Rate
Single Screw Effect
'Shaft RPM versus Speed
Various Response Delavc
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The desire to provide a training device that can be easily transported
to any location at which it is needed, to provide prospective deck officers
with realistic ship handling situations, and the ability to operate within
the "real world" environment led to the conclusion that a fell sOee6, real
time training device will offer the best training with the le c Cements
for additional and auxiliary support.

It is not meant to imply by 'full speed" that this craft will ha.'e a
maximum speed equal to the flank speed of a destroy-Qr. The purpose of this
device is to provide a vehicle for ship handTine (seamanship) training.
Maneuvers such as underway replenishment, mooring and docking are conducted
at speeds below 20 knots. For this reason, and the MO cost of additional
power, "full speed" as mentioned herein refers to real time speed of various
seamanship maneuvers.

Once the decision to provide full speed/real time ship responses in the
training device had been made, a check of the possibility of ecaling any
one response, or group of responses, was investigated to assess the impact
on cost and effectiveness of the device. Once again the conclusion was that
any scaling of the training device will require a corresponding scaling of
its operating environment end, therefore, severely limit the ability to
utilize the training &eviee at any location other than one expressly designed
to accommodate the scaled response.

The added cost to provide full speed/real time response in the training
device is associated with the propulsive power required and, in support of
that power, the fuel required to be carried on board and consumed. Since the
initial cost of the propulsion plant constitutes less than 15% of the total
cost of the craft; the advantages realized in deployability, elimination of
the necessity to scale the operating environment, and realistic training are
considered cost effective and beneficial to the extent that the design of the
training craft incorporates full speed /real time ship responses.

The next step in the development of the preliminary design of the training
device was to determine the craft size, The facilities required on the craft
include provisions for pr.ctical training in the areas of navigation and man-
euvering, anchor handling and line handling as well as space for instruction
and training critiques. These vraining requirements necessitated the instal-
lation of a pilot house with bridge wings, anchors and a windlass, signal
halyards and lights, a CIC complex and a classrome A second CIC is ciesira le
in order to provide competitive training in course plotting and other naviga-tion tasks.

The main deck envelope (overall length beam) was sized to accommodate thefollowing:

-Classroom
-Forward Anchor Handlirg
-Aft Anchor Handling
-CIC , ,



elow Main Deck

' Boatswain Storeroom
' General Stores Storeroom
'CIO

' Two Watercloset ::paces
' Office

' Engineroom

' Auxiliary Machinery Area

'Underway Replenishment Gear
' Lazarette (Emergency Steerin

Above Main Deck

'Pilot House

'Bridge Wings
'Signal Bridge

-Underway Replenishment Station

eroom

The challenge in determining feasibility Is, incorporating the desired
features in a minimum cost safe system config9r0Aon. A range of hull
sizes (length and beam) were studied to determih2 the internal volume anddeck area available for the training function. For a number of arrangementsvertical centers of weight were established so that transverse stability could
he 4::alculated and requirements could be satisfied by adjusting the beam ofthe hull.

After the craft was configured, the overall stability of the craft wasconsidered. Weight and stability calculations confirm that the craft is
;1,30e as presely configured. Rails and stanchions are being utilized overmost. nT the 0r '. house top and all around the pilot house top to reduce thesail tr,ificantly increasing the sail Area or vertical center of
gravity Tay lea4 to an undesirable reduction in stability; therefore, issuingor allowing the use of decorative canvas on the rails and stanchions of this
craft could be detrimental.

The following systems or equipment are not required as part of this
training device:

'Armament, small arms, or pyrotechnics
'Galley or galley equipment
'Berthing facilities
"Shower facilities
oRefrigeration
'Infrared

PROPOSED ETHODS FOR VARYING MANEUVERING ACCELERATION RESPONSES



same manner and in the same time frame as a designated group of ships. As
an example; twenty degrees of rudder causes a destroyer to turn in a tight
circle and to begin the turn almost instantaneously. The same rudder angle
applied to a fleet oiler produces a turn of much larger diameter and the
turn begins much longer after the rudder angle is applied.

171 order to produce all of these different reactions from one training
craft the following mechanical adaptations are proposed:

.The rudder angle indicated at the helm will be controlled by the
wheel.

.The angle that the rudder actually moves, in response to the wheel,
will be varied by shortening or lengthinee ree tiller length (see figure 2)

.The response of the erqThe w,1" toe similarly adapted to simulate ship
response to throttle movement .ee 1-gLires 3 and 4).

The adaptation of rudder response to wheel command and engine response
to throttle command will permit the training craft to simulate real time shipresponse.

In order to simulate both twin screw and single screw ships the follewing
propulsion plant arrangement will be used:

Three engines, two outboard and one centerline will be installed.
The engines will be of sufficient horsepower so that the util4zation of two
engines will deliver full craft speed.

When simulating twin screw ships, the two outboard eegines, with
counter eotating propellers, will be used The centerline engine will not
be used and will be allowed to windmill.

When simulating a single screw ship the centerline engine will be
used at full power and, in order to provide the necessary total propulsive
power, the two outboard engines will be run at approxmiately half power
each This will provide the side i7ot or "kick" of a single screw ship.

CRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

Principal Description

The 94 Ft. training craft is a triple screw, semi-displacement craft
providing a training capability for naval officers '"- '.1edling and
seamanship. This craft will provide more realist in ship handling
situations than the boats currently in uee.

aterial

Craft construction will be in accordance with ABS SDPrifirAtinnc wi+k
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;mini FLATRFS

Engine control for simulation purp)se,,
Rudder control for simulation purposes
Classroom for onboard instruction/critique
Two (2) CIC's for competitive charting and course keeping
Helm Control Console similar to near naval ships
Underway Replenishment Kingpost
Signal Bridge
Interior Communication Sys .em
Two (2) forward anchors in hawse piper
One (1) stern anchor in hawse pipe

Personnel

Total of 46, as follows:
4 instructors (officers)
2 crew (enlisted personnel)

40 trainees

SYSTEMS

Propulsion - Three diesel engines (1200 hp each); Three propellers,
fxed pitch.

Fuel - 9000 gallons diesel fuel.

Fresh Water - 500 gallons fresh water; 20 gallon hot water heater, quick
recovery type.

Electrical - Diesel driven ship service generator (JO KW or larger); 24 volt
batteries; 24 VDC Alternator.

SteerinE - Hydraulic steering will be from the pilot house with emergency
steering from the lazarette.

Environmental Pollution Control - Sanitary drainage system delivers macerated
waste to hording tank for dockside discharge.

segregated systems:ge - TwoPlumbing Drainage One serves lavatories, drinking_

t6ntains, deck drains, etc. and the second serves the sanitary system.

Heating, Air Conditioning, and Ventilation - individual forced air electric
heaterS; Unit coolers (if required dui to operating location); Natural
ventilation inlets and exhaust blowers in each manned space; Window
defogger system.

Fire Protections Halon system in engine room; CO2 and Purple K portable
extinguishers throughout.

Oiler - An oily-water separator and pump will be installed.

NOTE: See Appendix 2 for alternative to triple screw propulsion system.
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PmENr

The following is a listing of th
training craft. The cost listed is
include installation labor, cabeling

jor equipment required for the
n 1978 dollars. The cost does not
piping or associated hookups.

Equipment Source Cost Per Unit Comments

1. Engines 3 Stewart A $85,000 16V-92MT1 (See
Stevenson Appendix 2)

Radar 1 Raytheon 10,300 AN/SPS46

3. Video Amp & Remote Raytheon 6,210 For AN/SPS46
Radar Scopes

4. Fathometer/Alarm 1 Raytheon 1,425 Digital Readout

5. Aux. Fathometer Readouts 2 Raytheon 345 For Fathometer

6. Gyro Compass 1 Sperry 12,000 MK27 MOD1

7. Gyro Signal Amplifier 1 Sperry 4,050 For Gyro Remotes

Gyro Repeater with 3 Sperry 2,800
Pelorus

9. Gyro Repeate- 2 Sperry 1,500

10. Intercom System 1

11. Anemometer 1 Kenyon 350 16200

12. Anemometer Aux. Readout 2 Kenyon 240 For Anemometer

13. Speed Log 1 Sperry 15,000

14. Aux. Log Readout Sperry 800

15. DRT 2 25,500

16. DRA 2 76,500

17. HF/UHF-VHF Radio 3

Transceiver

18. Mufflers Burgess
Industries 3,407

Based on FY 78 bid prices of $49,000 material costs and $77,000 labor
costs for hull construction on a 100' Steel Torpedo Weapon Retriever; the
estimated FY 78 hull construction becomes 94/100 x $126,000 = $118,500.
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GEMFRAL ARkANGEMLede

The training craft will have
deck house top and the pilot house
Appendix 3, figures 14-13.

deck levels: a platform deck, main deck,
op. Arrangement drawings are as shown in

Platform Deck

The Platform leek is divided into 3 watertight compartments. The U:4
compartments in order from the bow are the: Boatswain Storeroom, CIC, Vesti-
bule with watercloset and office area, Ingineroom, Storeroom, and laearette.

The void area and first bulkhead provide flooding protection for damaged
stability in the bow area. The port and starboard chain lockers, as described
in the Anchor Handling, Mooring, and Towing Section, are installed in the
Boatswain's Storeroom. The reminder of this space will be outfitted with
shelves with portable battens, pipe jack rods, and hooks for blocks and
tackles. Access will be from the main deck.

The General Storeroom will be used for stowage of supplies. Built in
shelves with battens on the shell and lockers and bins for general stowage
will be provided. Exact types, quantities and size of stowages will be deter-
mined during the final design and may dictate smaller storeroom areas. Access
to this storeroom will be from the CIC.

Two CIC's (non-combatant) are required for plotting and charting courses
in competition. One of the two required CIC's will be installed eft of the
General Storeroom. The second CIC will be located on the main deck in the
forward portion of the deck house. The primary function of the CIC's will
be to train the ship handling team in evolutions involving maneuvering in
company, harbor operations, anc rules of the road. The major emphasis is
the support of the CIC to the (00. Each CIC will require the following major
equipment:

'Dead Reckoning Tracer (ORT)
'Dead Reckoning Analyzer (DRA)
Radar Repeater
Gyro Repeater
Anemometer Repeater
Fathometer Repeater
*Speed Indicator
Rudder Angle Indicato
'Clock

. Plotting Board

Edge Lighted Status Bard
.HF/UHF and VHF Radio Transceivers /Remotes
*Intercom Stations
*Sound Powered Communication Stations
'Voice Tube to Pilot House

A curtain will be installed around the door to provide a light trap to
prevent white light from spilling into the CIC.

The next watertight compartment contains 2 waterclosets, an office and
serves as a passage for access from above to the engineroom, CIC, waterclosets
and office.

In each of the 2 waterclosets, a control volume-flush toilet (with
flush valve, timing relay and transfer pump), a lavatory with hot and cold
water self closing faucets, a mirror and a shelf will be installed. A bulkhead
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will he installed between the toilet and lavatory with an opening as shown
nn the drawings. A curtain will he added across this opening. A soap dish,
grab rods and paper holder will also he installed.

The office will be an onboard space for general office duties and file
area for boat related manuals and maintenance records. there will he one
desk and chair, 3 file cabinets, one safe/locker, and nne bookrack. The
access will he secured with an accordion type folding door.

In the passage there will he a drinking fountain (salt tablet dispenser
over), a bulletin board, and a cleaning gear locker.

Aft of the vestibule area is the main engine and generator room.
compartment will contain the main propulsion units, generator, hot wa
heater and miscellaneous support equipment. Exhaust from the engine..., will
be piped aft, out the transom. A workhench for minor repairs, with stowage
under for needed tools, will be provided. Access will be from the vestibule
with emergency exits to the main deck.

An aft boatswain and underway replenicho nt ,Jorernom will form the
tivx1 waterlIqht comparLmer0. Access wIll be ram the main deck. In this
storeroom reel stowage will be provided for UIIIREP lines, in addition pipe
jack rods, hooks for blocks and tackles, and .helves and bins for stowage
of repair parts and other miscellaneous items will be provided. Exact types,
quantities, and sizes of stowages will have to be determined during the final
design phase.

The Lazarette, with access from the main deck, will be the remote
emergency steering station. A hawser reel for the towing rope and bridle
will be located here. A sound powered communication station will also be
installed.

Below the platform deck will be the fresh water, fuel and sewage
holding tanks. The fresh water and fuel tanks are to hold enough water/
fuel to provide for about a 3-day operation (minimum). Pierside fillup
will be on an as-need basis.

The location of the fuel and fresh water tanks will be as close to
the longitudinal center of gravity as possible to prevent major changes
in trim as fuel/water are consumed. Necessary manholes will be provided
in the platform deck for access below. In the engine room, a grating will
be installed wherever possible to provide maximum walking access.

This

Main Deck

The deck house containing the CIC, cross ships passage and instructional
space will be located on the main deck. On the outside perimeter of the deck
house will he a pipe handrail. Also two lockers, one port and one starboard,
for life jacket stowage will be provided. (Life jackets of the vinyl encap-
sulated foam, similar to Centex Corporation, Model 0S 807-7 are recommended.
Two life ring buoys with attached lights and lines will be installed on the
after portion of the deck house and one on the forward bulwark adjacent to
the jackstaff.

In the forecastle area, in the proximity of the anchor windlass, a sound
powered telephone station will be installed on the bulwark.

Exterior to the deck house aft will be a decl stowage/damage control and
a life jacket locker. In the vicinity of the stein towing pad, at the fantail,
a sound powered communication station will be provided.

Inside the forward portion of the deck house will )e the second CIC.
This CIC will contain the same equipment as the CIC located on the platform
deck and will be arranged in the same manner to permit easy interchangeability
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of traineef, and Inc uLtnr tf

light proof, louvered vent will w.tllod to i

when weather permits.
A cross ships passage, with hatch for access

installed aft of the C1C. In addition, a dresser
mess will he installed, This dresser will have

rr rufw drrandomont. A

vide natural vent l ion

below deck, will he
to he utilized ins a

00,, hot/cold water supply,
coffee urn, and the option of a small refrigerator under.

An instructional space foe teaching and reviewing exercit,r is le located

in the aft portion of the deck house. This classroom will have tables and
chairs for PO trainees, In ad iition 0 chart table and stool will he provided
For the instructor. A hlackboird and clock will be mounted behind the
instruetor on the forward hull'wod.

Deck iloucrcill-

The Pilot house, RH ge W ngs, Signal Iiridtle and Underway Ronk, ishrner
Station are located on the decl house to

The Pilot House will servc as the primary control station for the c

An integrated console, similar to that being used on newer ships (see figure
5), will be installed to house the helm, direct engine controls, navigation
and exterior lights switchboard, siren and navigation horn actuators, engine
RPM indicators, master gyro compass, magnetic compass and rudder angle indi-
cator. There will be direct speed control from the helm station to the
engines (secondary controls in the engineroom will be provided for emergency
and maintenance operations

A fathometer, anemometer, rudder angle indicator, engine RPM indicator,
and speed indicator will be overhead mounted for 00D, helmsman, and instructor
observations. A gyro repeater and radar display unit will be on the forward
bulkhead.

Other equipment required will be a HF/UHF and VHF transceiver, sound
powered communication circuits, intercom stations, voice tubes to the CIC's
and clock. A plotting board and quartermaster's deck will be installed in
the aft portion of the Pilot Honse. Adjacent to the quartermaster's desk will
be the remote set of diesel operation guages and alarms. A remote Halon
release/alarm will also be located here. List and trim clinometers will be
installed on appropriate bulkheads.

Fixed windows forward, with heated windshield and wipers, and sliding
windows port and starboard, will allow 180 degree viewing from inside the
Pilot House.

Doors, port and starboard, from the Pilot House lead to the Bridge Wings.
Bulwark nounted gyro compass repeaters and a sound powered communication
station will be provided on both Bridge Wings. On the aft portion of each
Bridge Wing there will be mounted a 7 inch signal light.

Behind the Pilot House is the Signal Bridge, The Signal Bridge will be
a 36 inch raised platform to afford 360 degree viewing for the signalman. A

weatherized log desk and binocular container will be installed on the aft
railings of the Signal Bridge. A sound powered communication station and
intercom station will be installed, A life jacket locker will be installed
under the platform.

One double-banked flag board for a 3 signal halyard operation (P/15) will
be installed aft of the Signal Bridge.

A kingpost for underway transfer of light loads (not to exceed 50 pounds)
will be permanently installed aft, as shown on drawings, with associated fair-
leads and deck attachments. The craft will have port or starboard delivery
and receiving capability.
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Pilot House Top

The Pilot House Top, though not intended to be a manned area for stabil-
ity reasons, will have fixed rails all around with vertical ladder access from
the Signal Bridge. However, a sound powered communication station will be
installed so that an 000 (or instructor) may take a higher vantage point
during critical maneuvers. It is not meant to be an observation point for
other trainees.

Mast

A mast, which will serve 'or mounting antennas, navigation lights, the
radEr antenna, and yard arm signalling halyards, will be installed on top of
the Pilot House (foundation to extend below). The mast will be fitted with
ladder rungs for access to the top. The Signal Yardarm will provide accomo-
datons for three hoists, port and starboard. The gaff will be provided with
one hoist for the national ensign, command pennants, or personal flags.

Miscellaneous

Rubber upper and lower guards (fenders) and a bow fender will be
installed as shown on the drawings. These will provide basic hull protection
during training exercises.

For semi-displacement hulls at higher speeds, roll instability can
induce directional instability. Therefore, spray rails are installed port
and starboard to improve the directional stability of the craft. A bilge keel,
port and starboard, is installed to improve overall roll stability.

There will be a port, starboard, and centerline propeller (propeller
shaft angle not to exceed 12 degrees from the baseline). A centerline skeg
will be installed for protection for the propellers and the centerline rudder.

Shipping accesses for major equipment will be provided. Exact location
and size will have to be determined during the final design process.

Two 25 man inflatable rafts will be installed on the bridge wings (one
port and one starboard). Oxygen Breathing Apparatus (OBA) and damtge control
lockers will be installed as required.

SYSTEMS

The following present a brief overview of the key systems installed
on this craft for the purpose of better evaluating the overall capabilities
and cost of this training craft.

Navigation and Tracking System

A navigation horn and ships bell will be installed on the Pilot House
structure (Top) with navigation horn control button located on the helmsman
console. The horn shall be capable of 360 degree sounding for a minimum
range of 2 miles.

One sealed beam searchlight, controlled from the pilot house, will be
installed as a navigation searchlight.

A master gyro compass
and

27, MOD 1) and 5 remote units will be installed.
The master gyro compass and one remote will be in the Pilot House; the master
located on centerline in the helmsman control console and the remote bulkhead
mounted on the forward bulkhead at centerline. Two remotes will be bulwark
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mounted on the bridge wings - one each port and starboard. The remaining two
remotes will be installed in the CIC's - one in each CIC (bulkhead or deck
mounted). The gyro compass will feed input to the plotting and dead reckoning
equipment.

One magnetic compass will be installed in the helmsman's console for both
000 and helmsman viewing.

Navigation lights will be installed in accordance with the requirements
of "Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea" (Title 33, United States
Code, Sec 1051-1094). Control of all navigation lights will be from the
helmsman's console in the Pilot House.

A rudder angle indicator with 3 remotes and a fethometer with 2 remotes
will be installed. The Pilot House and each CIC will have one of each
installed for easy viewing. In addition, one remote rudder angle indicator
will be installed in the helmsman's console.

An underwater speed log will provide a means e measuring the speed of
the craft through the water and for transmitting this data as speed in knots
to remote indicators and to other systems equipments.

The radar unit with antenna, master, and two remote display units,
featuring variable range marker and true bearing, will be installed. One
unit will be installed in the Pilot House (adjacent to the forward bulkhead)
and one in each CIC.

Underway Replenishment

Ships of the United States Navy receive logistic support by means of
Underway Replenishment (UNREP). This enables the ships to operate at sea
for prolonged periods. The primary aim is the safe delivery of the maximum
amount of cargo in a minimum of time.

The tending of both the highline and distance line plus compensating
for the interactive forces between two craft, calls for a high degree of
seamanship and experience. In addition the approach, station keeping, and
breakaway requires the execution of theory_ learned in the classroom. It is
with this in mind that facilities will be installed to execute an underway
highline transfer of a light load (not to exceed 50 lbs.) between craft.

One centerline kingpost will be permanently installed on the Deck House
Top to provide capability to deliver or receive a highline transfer to
either port or starboard (but not simultaneously) (see figures 7 and 8)

Lines will be led through fairleads from the kingpost to the deck with
crew handling of the lines and load on the same level. The life lines will
be portable to facilitate removal during UNREP exercises.

The kingpost will have an open chock on top to allow pendant fittings
to pass. Necessary fittings required will be similar to those shown in
figure 6. To provide open access on the deck when UNREP exercises are not
being accomplished, Baxter Bolts, similar to figure 9, will be utilized.
When not in use the Baxter Bolts can be unscrewed from their sockets, turned
over, and reinserted in the socket with the padeye down.

Sound powered circuit outlets will be located in the vicinity of the
UNREP kingpost.

Anchor Handl ing Moorin and Towing

The anchor handling system will be similar to that found on larger
Naval Surface Ships. By stowing the port and starboard anchors in hawse
pipes, it will be easy to practice both anchoring and weighing anchor using
all the tackle that would be required for the larger ship. An example of

1
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training would be weighing anchor. When heaving in, the windlass and chain
can be relieved of considerable strain by judiciuos use of engines and rudder.
To accomplish this, the forecastle detail must keep the bridge fully informed
as to how the chain tends and when the anchor has broken loose. If the chain
were to cross the bow, it could be cleared by stopping the windlass and going
astern.

Using the anchor for open water mooring is done very frequently. This
craft's anchor handling will be designed for use in various moorings similar
to the "Eldridge" or "O'Neil Method".

The proper execution of the mooring depends on training, knowledge of
the system and a close working relationship with the navigator, 00D, and the
officer in charge at the forecastle.

Utilizing this craft's pier mooring capability will enhance the knowledge
gained by the potential OOD on use and purpose of the various mooring lines.
Current and wind are major factors to be encountered in docking and undocking,
but when properly utilized these variables can benefit the procedure.

Anchor Handling t

Forward - There will be one anchor windlass of the double wildcat type.
Two Danforth type anchors will be installed with approximately 50 fathoms of
chain for each anchor. Anchor chain will be divided into tNo 25 fathom shots
connected by a detachable link and fitted with a large link, shackle, and
swivel at each end. The port and starboard hawse pipe will have a_compatible
chain stopper arrangement installed and be of sufficient size to allow passage
of a mooring swivel.

Two separate, port and starboard, chain lockers will be provided for
sel '-liering stowage of the recuired length of chain. The locker will not
oni; provide ample volume for the chain but will also have sufficient head-
room above the chain pile to failitate paying out chain. Chain pipes will
extend from the chain locker to the main deck. Chain stoppers and deck pads
will be installed.

Aft - One Danforth type anchor will be installei aft for use in beach
approach and retraction exercises. The anchor will )e installed on a short
length of chain attached to 150 feet of wire rope, rile wire rope will be
attached to a hydraulic winch for release and hauling in. The anchor will
stop on the transom of the craft for use in LST beaching simulation though
the craft is not intended or designed to be completely beached.

Mooring Foutpment

A Bull Nose, 5 starboard chocks, 5 port chocks, and a centerline stern
chock are provided for the basic seven-line pier moor. Towing bits forward,
marring bits port and starboard, and a stern centerline mounted bollard will
be installed for securing the mooring lines.

Nylon mooring lines will be approximately 15 fathoms long with a 36
inch eye on one end and whipped on the other end.
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Towing Equipment

A towline with a towing bridle will enable this training craft to he
towed by another boat (or training craft). A stern mounted towing pad will
enable this craft to tow another boat. A typical towing configuration will
be similar to that shown in figure 11.

Interior Communication System

A sound powered communication system will be provided. The location
and circuits required are listed below. The system will have a circuit E -

call system to provide a means of signalling between the sound powered sta-
tions. The system will consist of a jackbox with head/chest set or hand set
(as appropriate to location) and bell/buzzer for the call signal device.

The following circuits will be installed:

Circuit 1:
Stations:

Circuit 2:
Stations:
Circuit 3:
Stations:

Circuit 4:
Stations:

To simulate the maneuvering, docking and UNREP circuit_
Pilot House Top, ")ilot House, Bridge Wings (port and
starboard), Forecostle, Fantail, CIC's, Lazarette,
Signal Bridge and Underway Replenishment.
To simulate Engineer's circuit.
Pilot House, Engineroom, Lazarette.
To simulate Anchoring circuit.
Pilot House, Bridge Wings (port and s a board), Forecastle,
Fantail.

To simulate CIC information circuit.
Pilot House, Bridge Wings (port and starboard), CIC's,
Signal Bridge.

An intercom system with outlets in the Pilot House, Classroom, CIC's,
Office and in the vicinity of the Signal Bridge, Fantail and Forecastle will
be installed. The CIC's will be able to tall back over this system.

A voice tube system will be installed between the Pilot House and each
CIC.

In addition, for pierside usage only, boat connections will be made for
a dial telephone to be located in the Pilot House and Office.

An alarm system for all lubricating and circulating systems will be
installed in the engineroom with remote alarms/guages installed over the
quartermaster's desk in the Pilot House.

Power and Lighting

Pierside electric power for 110 volt service will be provided by a ship
to shore power connection with underway power provided by a diesel-driven
generator. A 24 volt DC system will be supplied from a 24 volt battery with
battery charging provided by engine driven alternators or a rectifier. Com-
plete_power distribution circuits, with associated panels and breakers will be
installed to feed all electric equipment and machinery, IC components and,
lighting fixtures and receptacles.

Lighting fixtures will be installed in compartments and spaces to provide
general illumination. Quantity and type will vary with compartment use. In

addition special interior lighting will be provided for the Pilot House and
CIC's for darkened ship operations.
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Weather ded( liqhLinq tixture,, woter tight) wi 11 be installed forwdr_,
aft, and over each deck house access to the weather. Lights will also he
provided for installation around the exterior ladders. Night lighting for
underway replenishment consisting of wale, contour, truck, station marker, and
low level lights will be installed.

Hand lanterns will be provided thriughout the craft to provide limited
Flumination when other light sources fail. Hand lanterns with relays will he
installed to mark escape routes, permit 'estoration of power, and to permit
performance of ship control functions. Hand lanterns without relays will be
installed to supplement relay hind lanterns.

fiLtElItnlLtinaiYstem

Portable carbon dioxide fire extinguishers will be bulkhead mounted in
the following locations: one each in the Pilot House, each CIC, and platform
and main deck passageway; and two in the classroom.

Three portable dry chemical (purple K) extinguishers will be bulkhead
mounted, two in the Engine Room and one in the Lazarette.

A fixed Halon system will be provided in the Engine Room. The system
will utilize optical sensors for detection. An electrical control circuit
will provide for automatic or manual release and a system test capability.
Audible alarms will be located at the control panel in the Engine Room, and
at the quartermaster's desk in the Pilot House so that discharge of Halon into
the space will actuate the alarm.

Heatin', Ventilation Air Condition in and Insulation

The CIC's, Classroom, Engine Room, Office, Waterclosets, and Passageways
will be ventilated by a natural supply and mechanical exhaust system designed
to deliver appropriate volume for the particular space. The Pilot House will
have natural ventilation through the windows only (an oscillating fan will be
provided). A window defogger system will be installed in the Pilot House. It
will consist of a heater blower that intakes Pilot House Air and discharges it
through slotted ducts onto the Pilot House windows. In addition the Engine
Room will he fitted with louvers to provide engine combustion air.

For proposed craft operating in continually hot climates, unit coolers
(air conditioning) may be added for protection of equipment in the two CIC's.

The heating system will consist of thermostatically controlled electric
unit heaters. Each unit will be sized and located to suit the individual
space. Spaces to be heated include the Pilot House, both CIC's, Classroom,
Passageways, Waterclosets, Office, Engine Room, and Lazarette.

Two inch insulation will be installed on plane surfaces and one inch on
webs and flanges of hull structure exposed to the weather.

One inch insulation will be installed on plane surfaces and webs and
flanges of hull structure over remaining areas.
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TACTICAL CH RACTFRISTICS

The following tactical characteristics w,J..e considered in the development
s craft.

TURNING CIRCLE

The iath described by the ship when turning. A full 360 degrees with constant
rudder angle and speed. The turning circule will vary with amounts of rudder
and with speeds used.

PIVOT POINT

The point of rotation within the ship as she mkes a turn. This point is
generally about one-third the length of the ship from the bow and fairly
close to the bridge (when going ahead). It is also the point of the ship
that scribes the turning circle.

For any turn, the advance
original course from the
the new course.

ADVANCE

the distance gained in the direction of the
the rudder is put over until the ship is on

TRANSFER

For a II), turn, the transfer is tie distance gained it a directior
dicul,r to that of the original course from the time the rudder is put over
until on the new course.

TAcTICAL DIAMETER

For any amount of constant rudder angle, the tactical diameter is the
distance made good in a direction .perpendicular to that of the original
course line from the time the rudder is pit over until the ship is on a
reverse heading. It is the trarsfer for I turn of 180 degrees.

FINAL DIAMETER

Diameter of a circle ultimately scribed by a ship th.it continues to circle
with a constant rudder angle.

DRIFT ANGLE

Angle at any point on a turning circle between in ersention of the tangent
at that point and a ship's keel line.

KICK

(1) Swirl of water toward the inside of a turn when rudder is put over.
(2) The momentary movement of the ship toward the side opposite the
direction of turn.
(3) Propeller side force.
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ACCELERATION AND DIMIPATION RAU'S

Acceleration and deceleration rates are the rat=es at which a ship picks up
or loses headway after a change of speed.

REACH

Distance covered while ship is accelerating or decelerating.

These characteristics will have to he simulated by the training craft
for a variety of Naval Ship types and classes in lieu of a specific ship.
Consequently considerable effort was expended in collecting appropriate data
(David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Develcpment Center Trial Reports)
and organizing it in a manner which would reduce substantially the number of
variations.

In an effort to study the feasibility of characteristic simulation,
NAVSECNORDIV conducted operational trials of a 100 foot (length overall) boat
that would be similar in hull design to Oat of the craft training device.
This data in addition to that obtained from trial reports for Naval Ships at
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center, form the basis for
our ship handling relationship.
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REFFUNGES

David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center Ship Trial
Reports

CG -16 Class Reports #C1700 -
C1936 -
C1719 -

DLGN-26 Class Reports #C2226 -
C2234 -
C2207

CGN-9 Class

Tacticil Trials
Tactical & Maneuvering Trials
Standardization

Tactical Trials
Tactical & Maneuvering_ Trials
Standardization

Reports #C1442 -
C1430 -

Tactical & Maneuvering
Standardization

CGN-25 Class Reports #C1893 -
C1706 -

Maneuvering
Standardization

CGN-35 Class Reports #C3284 -
C3154

Tactical & Maneuvering
Standardization

CGN-36 Class Reports #C4800 -
C4757 -

g) CGN-38 Class Repo _

Tactical & Maneuvering
Standardization

C-77-0060 - Tactical & Maneuvering

h) DDG-2 Class Reports #C1484 -
C1529 -
C2235 -

i) DDG-35 Class Reports #C954 -

C1022

) DDG-37 Class Repo s #C1451 -
C1384 -

k) DO-931 Class Reports #C1096 -
C994 -

0560 -

C1097 -
C1046 -

1) FF1034 Class Reports #C1154 -
C1138 -

FF1037 Class

FF1040 Class

Reports #C1892 -
C1934 -
C1745 -

Reports #C2614 -
C2613 -
C2401 -

117

Tactical & Maneuvering
Standardization
Standardization

Tactical
Special Performance

Tactical
Standardization

Tactical
Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization
Special Performance

Tactical & Maneuvering
Standardization

Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization

Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization
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FF1052 Class Reports #C4523 Tactical
03679 - Tactical & Maneuvering
C4470 - Tactical & Maneuvering
C3520 - Standardization
C4133 - Standardization
C512-H-01 - Standardization
C4522 - Standardization

LCC-19 Reports #C3981 - Tactical & Maneuvering
C3839 - Standardization

q) LHA-1

r) LKA-113

Report #77-0008 - Standardization

Reports #C3542
C344I

- Tactical
- Maneuvering

s) LPD-4 Class Reports #C2408
C2399 -
C2322 -

- Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization

LPH-2 Class Reports #C1606 -
C1603 -
C1601 -

LSD-28 Class Reports #C778 -

C1164 -
C755 -

LST-1179 Class Rep

LST-1175 Class Repor

AD-26 Class

y) AE-21 Class

s #C3642 -
C3523 -

s #C1199 -
C1149 -

Reports #C592

Reports #C-992 -
C-1206
C909 -

C1010 -

z) AE 26 Class Reports #C3512 -
C4301 -

aa) AF 58 Class Reports #C810 -

C1044 -
C774 -

C1203 -

bb) AFS-1 Class

) AO 22 Class

Reports #C1978 -
C1986 -

C1975 -

Reports

Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization

Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization

Tactical
Standardization

Tectical
S.andardization

S:andardization

Tactical
laneuvering

Standardization
S'Andardization

Standardization
Standardization

Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization
Backing

Tactical
Maneuvering
Standarcization

R-105 - Tactical
R 149 - Maneuvering
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dd) AO 105 Class Reports #C2165
C2156
C2101

ee) AO 143 Class

) A0E-1

cog) AOR-1

hh) AR5-6

i) AS-31

AS-33

Reports #C767
C713
C1167

- Tactical
- Maneuvering
- Standardization

- Maneuvering
Standardiza-ion

- Backing

Reports #C3759 -
C3976
C3747

Reports'#C3420
C3357

Tactical
- Maneuvering
- Standardization

- Tactical & Maneuvering
- Standardization

Reports #C4715 -
C4739 - Standardization

Tactical & Mineuver n

Reports #C1326 -
C1548 -

C1555 -

Reports #C2277 -
C2315 -
C2321 -

Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization

Tactical
Maneuvering
Standardization

2. NAVSECNORDIV SEC 6660 100' TWR Trial Report (to be issued FY 79).
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ALTERNATE ENGINE CONFIGURATION

The three engine configuration shown on the study drawings is required
to simulate single screw ship operation. The two outboard engines will be
operated at less than maximum horsepower and the centerline engine will be
operated at maximum horsepower to produce the propeller side force which
effects a single screw ship, especially during the early stages of accelera-
tion from low initial speeds.

When simulating a twin screw ship, only the two outboard engines will be
used and the centerline propeller will be allowed to "windmill".

As an alternative to this arrangement, a two engine plus keel mounted,
reversible, stern thruster will produce the low speed side kick simulation
of a single screw ship.

The advantages of the thruster are savings in initial cost, craft weight,
operating costs, and maintenance costs. In this arrangement the centerline
propulsion engine can be replaced with a keel-mounted thruster, thus saving
approximately $70,000.00. The fuel required for the intermittent operation
of the thruster will equal approximately 25% of that required for the center-
line engine thereby reducing craft weight and fuel costs. The engine and
drive mechanism will be smaller and lighter than the centerline engine,
propeller shafting, and propeller, thereby further reducing weight. The
smaller thrust engine will be easier and less expensive to maintain during
the life of the craft. A reduction of draft due to the elimination of the
centerline propeller is an additional benefit.

The side thruster will only be effective up to a craft speed of approxi-
mately four knots but this is considered sufficient to produce .realistic
craft response during mooring, and anchoring maneuvers. Side force effect
on a full scale ship at higher speeds is minimal ani is compensated for by
carrying a slight rudder angle; an uncontinuous reaction on the part of a
helmsman when steering an ordered course.

The only area in which the thruster arrangement is seen as less advan-
tageous than the centerline engine is that of control. The thruster must be
interlocked with the engine controls or engines such that thrust of the
desired force and direction will produce the proper stern side motion during
low speed, rapid acceleration. The interlocking can be accomplished by
mechanical and electrical sensors and electrical controls and is not envi-
sioned as a major problem. The direction of thrust, port or starboard, can
be linked to respond to the forward/reverse engine order and the thrust force
can be linked to the engine or shaft RPM.

The magnitude of thrust required can be calculated as approximately 600
pounds. This magnitude of thrust is comparable to that produced by a 65 HP
outboard engine.

This alternate engine configuration, which was conceived late in the
feasibility study (after the arrangement drawings were complete) should be
given strong consideration for incorporation into further dsign efforts.
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